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supermarkets

Boom boom,
out go the lights

for food, gardens

have become

thing of the past for most Americans.

a

We are elec-

tric junkies, and we take it for granted that it will
always be there.

• •

Strange ,things happen when something jolts us
out of our hectic schedules, like last month's power
failure.

olon

fail
di
t d th
al ure isrup eel

Th a t power

daily rush

between the boxes of work and home, and got peopIe talking to each other-at

work, on the street, at

efficiency and lowest price. But that interconnectedness is also a vulnerability, as is the addiction
itself.
Those who think we'd be better off without it,
those afraid machines are replacing and controlling

Robbed of our chief entertainer and comforter, the

people, have been around since the dawn of elec-

good 01' days ofroadside

chats and story sessions.

Of course, most folks would have rather it hap-

"tric.ity's use. There have. been.crltics
ever since the clock started

of technology

to regulate

people's

lives and remind them to get to work so they could

pened on the way to work than on the way back

slave away at their mechanical

home. Nevertheless,

this minor calamity liberated

called Luddites, purposely sabotaged machines dur-

us from our daily routines, albeit briefly. There's

ing the Industrial Revolution by throwing wrenches

nothing like a mini-disaster
er.

into the gears.
The power failure

to bring people togeth-

While Channel 7 gave us continually

updated'

masters.

Some,

made some Boiseans

weak and powerless-

feel

with good reason. Just as

live coverage from Idaho Power of the same guy

talk show hosts need cue cards, we need electricity

saying t~e same thing every half hour, one wonders

to light the devices which guide our daily lives. The

if a lillie bit of good didn't come from it.

fact that one neo-Luddite

Besides giving Idahoans an excuse to socialize
and something

to talk about, it also exposed our

' his cue from unibomber

terrorist,

perhaps taking

Ted Kaczynski,

could

throw things into such chaos across several states,

extreme dependence on electricity. How helpless
we are without juice became painfully apparent

is frightening. ,
Maybe looking into alternative

given the concerns people were voicing.

isn't such a bad idea after all; maybe looking at

"What

do we do about water if this lasts?"

asked one man. "Nobody has hand pumps or wells
anymore."
"No one can go to work without the stoplights,"

forms of energy

manual backups isn't either. Hospitals

realize the

dangers and maintain backup generators.
Technology is responsible for a great deal of
human advancement and good in the world, but it is

lamented a woman with a suddenly nostalgic affec-

also our masler-especially

tlon for Stop signs.

ogy dominates a particular area.

"All my fudgecicles are melting. Come help me

/·~/@~iP.~,l'l~.Qd:siCJ,btt)all
as Allen steps down for
medical reasons.

Our specialized, high-tech society depends on
it, and it's all interconnected to provide maximum

clogged intersections, between apartment balconies,
among neighbors who had never talked before.
TV, people began to entertain each other like in the

Sp,orts

But what if it's not?

when a certain technol-

Rumor has it that Bill Gates put a computer
virus in all Microsoft

side filled with people cooling off because

world off-line in the year 2000. Hopefully, by then,

ACs were dead.

With everyone

dependent

their
on

software.

It will take the

eat them," shouted one man to an apartment pool-

we'll all have a backup.

The Arbiter is the official student newspaper of Boise State University. lis mission is to provide a
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forum for the discussion of issues impacting the campus and the community. The Arbiter's budget
consists of fees paid by students of BSU and advertising sales. II is distributed to the campus and
community on Wednesdays during the school year. The first copy is free, additional copies are $1
each, payable at The Arbiter offices.
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IBITER of the
This week's :Biter ofthe Week is Amy Butler, who seemed to know instinctively how to do her job
as Sports Editor although she's never worked for a newspaper until now. Hired earlier this month,
Amy had to get the hang of things fast. The Section of the Week has to be our new section HBF.
Ariel Spaeth has bizillions of ideas, so readers should keep their eyes peeled on her pages~

________________________
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WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

ASBSU Views"
by Dan Nabors
Welcome to Boise State University, or for those who are
returning, welcome back! My name Q, Dan Nabors and I am
your recently elected president of the associated students. I am writing to Inform you about some
of the ,activities ASBSUVice President M. Stuth Adams and I wUibe undertaking this school year.
Our top priority for this semester is combating the 1 Percent Initiative. This initiative wlll be
an Issue that you, as voters, wlll be addressing in November. The purpose of this Initiative Is to
limit property taxes to1 percent ora property's as~e~se<;lvalue,The impact that this wUihave on
Boise State Is predicted to be $16.1 million.
,- '" - ., "- .
BSUPresident Charles Ruch has released four possible ways of dealing with the Inevitable loss
of 33.5 percent of our general account. The first involves raising future fees 78 percent or an
additional $1,600 per student per semester. Another alternative would be to decrease university
enrollment by approximately 4,000 students. We could also be facing a drastic reduction In the
number of programs offered here on campus or the possible elimination of three of the six academic colleges. As you can Imagine, none of these options are very acceptable.
Several other issues we plan to address this year are the expansion of the current recycling
program here on campus; the continuation of work on the ne~lr~creation faclllty: and an active
pursuit to reform Boise State's Academic Standards Policies, such as grade averaging. We are
always open to Input regarding any of our current issues or other possible ones new or continuing
students might have.
My advice to all of you out there is to get involved. Make the most of the years you spend
here. There are several ways you can participate here on the BSUcampus and In student government (ASBSU).Join a fraternity or a sorority, become a member of one or several of the 132 recognized organizations here on campus or, If you would prefer my job, run for ASBSUpresident. If
you happen to be Interested in any of these activities go to Student Activities or the ASBSUoffices
on the I1rst floor of the Student Union Bulldlng. Or call 385-4275 or 385-1440. You can contact
me personally at 385-1553 and my E-Mailaddress is dnabors@bsu.ldbsu.edu.
Have a great year. My office door is always open.

'

We would like to get to
know you. Stop by our
Andrew's Hallmark stores
and sign up for a Gold
Crown card today!
.-Your Full Service Headquarters For:
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Greeting cards
Balloons
Calendars & organizers
Stationery
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Vista Village
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Faculty Forum
by Hillary Straub
Assistant Professor, Nursing

It's amazing what science has discovered In the 1990s, "The
Decade of The Brain!" Recent advances include colored pictures
or scans of the brain at work. The Images show how much glucose or sugar Is being used by the brain cells, or not utilized
when a brain is disordered or 11l.As with all other physical 11lnesses, the cel1saren't working as efficiently in brain disorders
or mentall1lnesses.
In diabetes the pancreas does not produce enough insulin to help efficiently use the food
eaten. Insulin helps get glucose (and other nutrients) Into the cells to make muscles walk and the

.:j

'.i

brain think clearly.
With some brain disorders the body is not producing enough brain messengers, called neurotransmitters, and in other disorders It produces too many. Bralnmessengers are the keys to all the
activities the brain performs:"'-tel1ingthe muscles to walk, evaluating the hazards of crossing
University Drive, learning stuff for class, memorizing the face of the cute person sitting across
from you and deciding what Is most important to try next.
So when the brain's messenger chemicals are out of balance-from being used up studying for
two tests on Monday, or from not taking In enough good foods so more chemicals can be made
(soda and candy bars do not constitute brain food), or from an I1lness such as'depression-lt's
time to get the brain chemistry back In balance. . '.'
'
For small Imbalances, several easy steps can provide the nutrients and time for the brain to
recharge: sleep, a walk around the campus, ame,aicomblnhlg protetns with grains and vegetables
or fruit, a long talk with a friend, or adoptlnga more positive view of a disturbing event. For bigger or long-standing Imbalances such as chronic stressors, brain disorders, or overwhelming catastrophes, additional treatment might be needed to regain one's balance. This could mean a longer
get away from stressors. or c'ounsellng by a professional and perhaps medlcations.The BSU
Counseling Center offers many ways to help.
Medications for brain disorders are real mbdlctnes; not just so-called "happy pllls." Insulin
shots help diabetics who aren't making enough Insulin. Forpeople whose brains need the help,
some medicines make more neurotransmitters or supplement the few manufactured by the brain.
A certain segment of the population can never produce enough insulin and requires extra doses
its entire life. Other people need Insulin only to get through situations of high stress, such as contracting the flu. Without the additional stress they can manage by balancing their exercise, food,
sleep and stressors. The same holds true for brain disorders.
Some people need medicines forever and others ~oniy for a short time. Medicines are not a
crutch. For people with brain disorders medicines provide an essential 8
body-preventable, manageable, and livable. Learn more about how to keep your brain and
body healthy.
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Look for our' new selections
·
now on campus!

.

Maggie's Cafe

7:30AM·

6:00PM

• Sizzlin' Grill- Breakfast,burgersand more
• HealthyChoiceDeli- madeto orderdeli sandwiches
• MinhPagoda- Orientalcuisine
• Arrezzio- Now that's Italian!
• PizzaHut - Personalpan pizzas
• ChangingScenes- "Build your own bar" choices
changedaily

Brava!

7:00AM

- 9:00PM

• Featuringbagelsand pastries, sandwiches,fresh
salads,ice cold drinks and ice cream
.
• Pizza Hut - Personalpan pizzas

Moxie Java

7:00AM

- 9:00PM

• Espressoand gourmetcoffee

Coming This Fall to the Education Buildinq"

SUBWAY Sandwich

Shop &: TCBY
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Three mQn~eysR~ sdomThou~
and immigllltion. Regarding the latter, I have a simple proI'm going to be writing a oolumn in tM space every

posal We should combine immigllltion policy with an emi-

other week. And jusl in case you're wondering what distin-

grntion policy: For every Schwar2x:neggar who moves in, a

guishes me from all!heolherconunenlJlkiclh'ldlC

Jackson has to moveouL Fa- Dole and ainton, it doesn't

nation,

5lun15.' <,
I've been thinking lllxJutihe Impe~ing

it's baskally l/ti<i; J do my own
Anyway,

.. ' .. '

~~iOOst';

.

IXi.UiCtWo

Voles, including mine. Sol~~ttate

~~

from crying.
realized I'm making Bob Dole seem insuffer-

·lIbIY'l'alllCtic.

caJidiof

forget it,(lncidentally,
;tbe

carnpaigIJ~l!O;~

aiJion

will feel

And Ross Peta

soldie~ who

why are "war heroes" always

screwed up? ItYOll qodg~ ~nemy,.

like one of those fl~'
But !hey all need

scare )'OIff.~
,

k)~

WIZiiiI«oz.'C\

an obscure veteran. But if you get
a plane, you become a hero.)

A~~,~,~r,~aps

Dole's hero status will resonate

, . -":, ,.•..•
'., '.·ree!lMie.lilat~f~n.in

the only other "hero" we've
Chicago that gently

';":~~i,~j~~~I~~~ss

the ape cage. Most of

To do thi" ROSS~~:~~i~~t,
he's not crazy. And, sadly,

skillS;y~become

will make ~,~pftin.5hotF'~Sh

,y,~

thiC:dda!'O ~

bilrt~

some of us think it's fuMy to~,hIm.1O.t1im&

;-Vltlll1)c:'JlIi~I.i¢.f~a,~,

l~buinaO$I

moo-

key.,';;

~~~I~n't do that wilhout

,~,~y'R1a~~.~~k,1&t-ilUrted
.tbey'&ti6Uldbeld~~I~g'.llhink

py!he White House, he'D have to improve M ~;:'"

"of Ihec8iididates,~~ld~Y

fakeAnllkmy

RoIiJinsteeth and stan saying thinks like, "lfyoujual<

Now take outapjeoo of

madeasecrel

Perol:"Now,

paper and write down everythingyou'recurrentJyunbappy
about"
ainton, however, doesn't realJync:edtoworry

Iknow what each
about it (feel free 10 do

Dole: "Bob. Dole:anofJiend
Do,e'~never

of the monkey. Bob
of that."

Lariy. See-I'm

not going to talk

abolii amon!<ey linless the volunteers want me to."
. CUnion:"Heck,
thai mOnkey story really

about

this stuffhecause nobody cares what he doesa-1Dw

gorilla is the issue

your own imprcss!«>ns):"

."

believe in yourself, you can have anylhingyou~llithis
world It's a beauliful concept

some

ki~d of mo~e~.~~~~~lion.

IfBobDolewarDustobelievehe'sqtiallfied'Io~'
abilities. I think he should get some great big

impressed

undig-

me,

r think

it reveals something

about our

national soul. For too Jong, we've treated primates
as if they're less than human. But we should

nifled he looks. For illSlallCC,everyone alnlOn has ever
known is now dead or injaiJ. Publicresponse:Hmnun,

tolerate all lifestyles.

what'son1V? So maybe Dole and !'erolwillllavetoconcentrnle on something called "the issues" if they expect to
defeat ainton.

and we think education is the key. If I'm reelected,l
promise there will be a monkey in cvery house. And
Iwon'l stop there. Iintend to reform monkey policy

Predominantly, "the issues" will.be defined by p>11s and
focusgrou~

But RossPeta

The 61yn;plci are over; the athletes have gone home
knowing where !hey stand-whether
first or 31st.
btymipic sponsors have no such tangible results from !heir
competition.
Unlike their athletic counterparts, who are judged on
athletic ability, Olympic sponsors earn lheir namesake in
lenm of pure ecooomic power-they
buy lhe right to
dalm they are !he official sports drink, laxative, or disposable raza- of !he 1996 Olympics.
That sponsor.;hip has allSolutely nothing to do with
athletics is self evident r doubt any Olympic coaches
urged their athletes to grnb a bite at McDonaIds before !he
big event.
Then again, if we were really conoerned about the
spirit oCthe games we'd have watched them from Greece;
the birthplace of !he Olympies, on ,he centennial oCthe
modem games. But A!hens was ruled out due to legitimate
concerns about terrorist vulnerability and debatable concems abou~ what else, money. America, with our big stadiums, Wealthy sponsors and media empires, i<; the perfect
place to cover and marl<etthe games.

flawless artillery

predictabIe:~_,,;

'*" ","Dole

wiIJ",:<.

"For me, sport i<; a religion with church, dogma, ritual,"-Baron Pierre de Coubertin, founder of lhe modem
Olympic games

But he is a war hero, and we shouldn't

00UJlie, because he ~1tle.~.fireancl<l,emonstrate

The

LyJotR"

'lpiO~
'lJust

gd~5e\1:n'

subslanlive candidate. But.~~'~y
dates who lKtUally ~~~nd

really maner, Dole will grunt, scowl, and shake his pen at all
"the issues." And ainlon will respond by biting his lower

presi_

.<

dential election
.',.•...•••...
...•..
Harry Browne, !he Li::':'~ian,\i;!he

How many Pepsi PoInts Is a Gold Medal WOI1h?
Sen the Olympics an! commerda~but so an! we

as we know it. That's
r

I talked to Chelsea about it,

right. Universal

h ea It h -care ,or monkeys.

will probably talk inter-

Athletic Corporate Allegiance
Athletes show their allegiance to their sponsors by
becoming living billboards for them. Looking through
Newsweek's Olympic promo issue is like browsing
through the yellow pages, everything from the ex"""'ed
r""
Nike symbols to US W~ Mobil Oil, and that alhletic
elixir Coca Cola. Cydist Lance Annstrong sports a shirt
with five different sponsors plastered on it.

After all, they're ou

minably about the national deficiL He'll try to explain with
charts and grnphs why !he deficit is so l;uge, which i<; like

future."
Regard\essofwhat

using a flow chart to demonstrate how Rosie O'DonnefJ gol

November, we'll have to endure a bunch of useless poll

faL She eats things she shouldn't ea~ and the federal govern-

questions, such a.~:"What name would you prcferthe first

of us pay extra money for the privilege. The criticism

ment pays for things it shouldn't It's not complicated.

lady to go by: A) Hillary ainton. B) Hillary Rodham

about corporate overkill is true, but we don't care. We've

Or maybe !'erol will focus on foreign matters, like ttade

happens between now and

ainton, or C) Hannah Storm."

tolally bought inlo our insatiable need for entertainment.
But is that so bad?

....

AvicwerofCNN'sTalkback
Live thought so. His fax: "The

NEED li~Xl'RAMONEY?

Olympic Games have become a
sport extension of the corporate
wor1d that runs America," Olympic
BaIbie, Olympic Lucky Olanns,
Olympic you name it, it all comes
down to Olympic overkill.
It's golten to the point that pe0ple are dishing OlIt$9.95 for Olympic
dirt from a Aorida company: "The
Olympic Stadium was built on top of
classic GooTgia red clay. While the
stadium was being excavated some
of this clay was saved. We would
like provide everyone the opportunity to purchase this red clay from
underneath the 1996 Olympic
Stadium! Don't Delay, get your
piece of history today!"
I can't help but think that tlfe
colossal tolal amount spent on the
()Iympics (a record $675 million on
1V commercials alone) might be
beUer served as investments in education, famine relief, research and

PHONATHON 196 NEEDS YOU!
From Oct. 1-30, students are needed for
BSU's telemarketing team two nights a
week (you pick the nights) from 6-9:30 p.m.
Calling takes place on campus.
Callers earn:
• $5 per hour
• free long disLanc:e phone eans
• $a food coupon per shift
• bonuses
• paid training
• marketable skills
• fu Lure job references
• new friends
• prizes
For more information, contact Kim Philipps
BSU Foundation, Education Building, R~
725 A, or call 385-1326. Omit wait, positims
fill fast.
L-.----------------

.

.

Consumer Corperate

AIIegienc:e-Not

But wait!, bad news fa- Olympic sponsors. Polls show
most Americans don't care about whether products are
supporting !he games when !hey get to !he cash regiger.
Even worse, many uooffJciaf SflOOiOI'S are moving into
offICial sponsor territory withqut!he burden of supporting
!he Olympics.
CNN called Nike'~ advertisement blitz "ambush marketing," trying to steal !he spollightliom Reebok, which
paid $20 million for exdusive rights to advertise !he
Olympics. Nike may not be able to mention !he word
''Olympic,'' but watching their Carl Lewis commercials,
which play all around the games and on other networks,
leaves no doubt that's what they're abouL Other Reebok
irritants: the Nike building over1ooking the Olympic Park
and prevelent Nike swoosh allover Atlanta.
Sport may have been the religion for de Coubertin, but
most Americans pay homage to another God, capitalism.
To us, capitalism seems to run with, not counte to, the spirit of the Olympics-free
competition is the basis for both,
let the best man (or company) win. Whether that is good or
bad is another maUer, but the Olympic Games shouldn't
be blamed for excess when it is Americanswho are excessive. The Games are a symptom of our commercial, entertainmenl-based society, not its cause.
Sure, the games could exist wilhout the hype, the
money, the peuy plays on nationalism-but
we'd never
see i~ because once it ceases to be good theatre we
wouldn't pay aUention to it

At least athletes get paid to wear colJXlrale 10800, most

....J~

I--.;.....-------=::.-..--=::::.==-----------NEED CHIUSTMAS MONEY?

into it
Perhaps as multi-national corporations c:dipse nationstates in tenns of absolute power, future athletes will compete wholly for sponsors--"reprcsenting
Nike in lane I,
Boris ZyugOl1Ov; in lane 2, representing Geritol, is Carl
Lewis; representing Lockheed-Martin in lane 3, is Duke
Nukern." Company sales jingles could be used instead of
national anthems at the medal ceremonies. "You are driving excitement, Pontiac!"
1suppose tM coiporate prostitution smuldn'l surprise
me. Aspiring Olympians can be expected to gravitate to _
where !he support is-in other countries that means !he
government, here business picks up !he tab. Sponsors are
needed to finance !he athletes, so maybe they deserve
-some rerognition every four-years fa-their support , ,

...J '

development, or some other worthy
cause. But !he free market has sp0ken and its consumers have shown
their prioritie5-not Nike's, not
Mobil's, notaJrpOrale America'l.lf
!he axpmIe IIIlUre of!he gamtS
rcallybotbmciuawewouldn'lbuy

Billion Dollar Amateurs?
De OJubertin was naive to warn that "the commercial
spirit which threatened to invade the sporting circles" would
compomise the Olympic spirit when athletes are motivated
not by an "mge furviclory," a-"the seme ofhonor,"but rather
for rmney. De Coubertin said, -'he om impa1an! thing in the
Olympic Games i<; not to win but to take part,"
Tell that to any given Olympic athlete, who has devoIcd
l;uge (XXIionsoftheir life to winning !he Gold, and they'd
prob;bIy laugh in your face. LJKe fcodxill 00ach Vince
UJrrbardi said, ''Wmning i<;n'tevery!hing, it's the only thill}"
Frank Deford, a veteran sportswriter, dJallengcs this
notion of de OJubertin's amateur athIele in !he July Natioml
Goographic. "We can never return to tro;e good old days of
. pure fun and games bccause there just neverwasanay. Ever.
Anywhere," writes Deford. "In Greece Olympic winners were
richly rewarded and pro;crted with eveI)1hiJ'g from aJSh on
the OOrrelheadto lax exern~ions and draft defeni1ents."
We try to separate WJXlrale pro; from amateur athIef!.'s in
the games forthe sake of prirJCiple. But it's a difference that's
hard to disccrn-;Jro; play for mcga-nulliorn, but even college
athletes get paid hand9Jmely in athJetic scOOIarshi~
AmaleUrs are suPJXl'l'd to be ordinary Joes, but what if they
can quit theirday jJb and'trnin full time, thanks toa healthy
grant from yourCOlJlOOltesponsoI'l Even ifwe try to enfun:e
!heamaleur-ooly ~ncipIe, the winners wouldn't be the IJe.o;l in
the word, they'd only be the IJe.o;l oon-pro.
We put up with corporate spomaship of the games
IJc.oclwe of a myth that they su)llUt 8IlWc:ur athletics. The
truth is there is sirrpy 100 moch money involved to hold on 10
this naive notion of!he ciizen athlete.
I'm not b>'itll kl aucify!he OI~
but we should
dIql tIrse ilealizIld notbBof whallhey III;pIIIialIaIIy the
fable image of the 1I1lIleIw8lhlde. The 0Iynp:s1illnd!; on 110
highcrgJWnllhan!he~!he

American GladiaIm. h',a1111bol!l ~
ma-. ..... Illl*r.

WcxId ~aandc:nlelllin-
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National Public Radio, a membership organiIy a career In treasury," said David P. Smay, 1995
TMAchair and treasurer and general credit manger of zation of 548 publlc radio stations, produces and distributes the award-winning programs "Morning
Chevron U.S.A.
The project Incorporates the text Essentials ot Edition,.. "All Thlrrgs Consldered, ....Weekend Edltlon-;edited
by Aseneion
Ramirez
"Talk of the Nation," "FreshAlr with Terry Gross,"
Cash Management, Pittn Edition Into the College Of
,"Car Talk" and "Performance Today."
Business and Economics curriculum. Supplemental
The BSURadio Network Is headquartered at
Graduate wins VICA national gold medal
readings, case studies and practitioner presentations
the BSUcampus, with additional production facilities
Pattie Reynolds, a 1996 graduate of the denalso wl1lprovide practical business Information for
and staff at the State House and the College of
tal a.sslstlng program, won the gold medal In dental
students.
Southern Idaho. The BSURadio Network runs 14 staStudents who successfully complete the
assisting at the Skills USAchampionships In Kansas
tions and translators, serving more than half the popCity, Mo., recently.
course wl1lbe eligible to take the CCMexamination.
ulation of Idaho, and adjacent eastern Oregon, northBecause the CCMcredential Is based on experience
Reynolds, a resident of Fruitland, was one of
ern Nevada and western Montana.
plus the exam, students must complete one or two
five students from the Boise State School of Applled
years of related experience to quallfy for CCMdesigTechnology who took first place In their respective
nation.
divisions at the Idaho Skills USAchampionships and
Since the certification program was created
quallfied for the national competition. The School of
Student receives Wal-Mart scholarship
-.Applled Technologylsa-dlvlslon of theBSU College of In-1986;more than 8,000 treasury professionals, eduBurley resident jeremy Murphy, a freshman
cators, bankers and other providers of cash manageTechnology.
In
the
mechanical
engineering program at Boise State
ment services have earned the CCMdesignation.
Both the state and national competitions are
University
this
fall,
has been awarded a $20,000, fourTMAIs a professional organization of private
sponsored by the Vocational Industrial Clubs of
year
Wal-Mart
Competitive
Edge Scholarship.
America. Approximately 8,000 people from secondary , sector treasury professionals. The organlzatlon proThis
Is
the
second
year
In a row the engineervides professional development, research, Industry
and postsecondary schools throughout the nation
ingprograms
In
BSU'sCollege
of
Technology have
standards,
publications
and
government
relations.
competed In a variety of trade, technical and health
awarded
Wal-Mart
scholarships.
For
Information
on
BSUcourses
In
financial
occupation competitions.
The scholarship Is given to Incoming freshmanagement, contact Diane Schooley, associate proReynolds Is employed by Boise dentist Scott
men
who
have shown outstanding achievement In
fessor of finance, 385-4047.
Freeman.
both academic and community service. It covers fees,
books, and llvlng expenses for up to four years, for a
full-time student.
Students to invest $50,000 portfolio sponThe Competitive Edge scholarship was develGraduates to attend medical, dental school
sored by D.A. Davidson
oped by Wal-mart Stores Inc. In support of technologlTen BoiseState University students are purD.A.DavIdson & Co., a regIonal brokerage
.cally Intensive Industries In the United States.
suing careers In medicine or dentistry this fall after
firm, has provided a $50,000 portfollo for Boise State
finishing their schooling at BSU.Five have been
University students to manage as part of their Investaccepted to medical school and five wl1lattend dental
8 students selected as first Brown
ment classes In the College of Business and
school.
Economics.
Presidential Scholars
Pre-medicine students Kim Brown and Bob
Returns of more that 5 percent during each
Eight Idaho students have been chosen as
McKie,both of Boise, have been accepted at the
fiscal year wl1lbe shared by the BSU_Finance
schools of medicine at johns Hopkins and the
the first Brown Presidential Scholars at Boise State
Department and the firm. Losses wl1lbe assumed by
University of Washington, respectively, while Kevin
University. The students each receive a full-fee, fourthe company.
Knight, Chicago, wl1lpursue a career In medicine at
year
scholarship of more than $8,000.
The purpose of the D.A Davidson/BSU
the University of Minnesota. All three graduated from
Winners of the prestigious award were
Student Investment Fund Is to provide business stuBSUon May 12.
among
the
top graduates of Idaho high schools in
dents at BSUwith an opportunity to apply modern
David Stuart, a 1995 health science graduate
1996. Each has a minimum 3.9 GPAwith ACT scores
finance theory to Investment decisions lnvolvlng actuof BSUwho completed graduate courses In the
in the 97-99 percentile.
al market transactions.
Department of Health, Physical Education and
Fall semester Investment decisions will be
The Brown Presidential Scholars program
Recreation, also Is attending medical school this fall. ~
made by students enrolled In an investment managewas created with funds received from a $7.5 ml1llon
The Nassau, Bahamas, native was accepted at Howard
ment course taught by Dwayne Barney, chairman of
bequest left to the BSUFoundation by the late
University In Washington, D.C.
the Marketing and Finance Department. In the spring,
Thelma
and Dean Brown. Dean Brown was a former
Robert Nachtshelm, Reno, Nev., a 1995 bioloadvanced finance majors enrolled In professor Tom
Albertsons
bakery supervisor who joined the compagy graduate, wl1lpursue studies at the University of
Stitzel's Security Analysis Seminar wl1lmanage the
ny In 1948. He retired In 1971 and died In 1982. His
Nevada.
fund.
In addition, five BSUpre-dentistry students
widow died in 1994.
The funds represent capital of the brokerage
have enrolled In dental schools. The list of students,
The 1996-97 Brown Presidential Scholars,
firm and not a permanent endowment. During the
all biology graduates, and their schools Includes: Ben
their majors and hometowns are: Cody Bl1lBarney,
summer months, the fund wl1lbe managed by
Armstrong, Boise,The University of Minnesota; Susan
und_ecided, Boise; janlne E. Galvin, chemistry, Boise;
Financial Aims Corp., a D.A. Davidson & Co. money
lewis, Boise and a 1995 graduate, Creighton
Penny
Sue Lanning, engineering, Wilder; john Paul
management firm.
unlversYty (after a required year at the Idaho Dental
Malan,
pre-medicine, Nampa; jeremy Thomas
The investment firm sponsors similar proEducation Program at Idaho State University); Nick
Murphy, engineering, Burley; Daniel Alan Rogers,
grams at the University of Idaho, Washington State
Massoth, Meridian, Temple University; Todd
physics, Boise; Carmen Marie Swanson, nursing,
University, Montana State University at Bozeman and
Wortham, Boise, the University of Iowa; and Branden
Meridian; Natalle Kay Ward, general, Boise.
BlIllngs, the University of Montana and Carroll College
Ferguson, Boise, Indiana University.
In Helena, Mont.
Biology professor Charles Baker, advisor to

NEWSSUCKET

New treasury program begins this fall
A pilot project for students who would like to
pursue careers In treasury management will begin this
fall at Boise State University. Working In conjunction
with the Treasury Management Association, BSUwl1l
give quallfied undergraduate and MBAstudents an
,opportunity to begin earning the Certified Cash
Manager credential.

BSU'spre-dentistry students for 28 years, noted the
1996 crop Is one of the largest.
"For the last 28 years, all of our students in
pre-dentistry who have seriously pursued acceptance
Into dentistry school have succeeded," he said. "I'm
dellghted that this exceptional group of students has
kept the string going."

Jim Paluzzi named to national NPR board
Jim Paluzzi, general manager of the BSURadIo,

BSU joins a limited number of schools

Network and professor of broadcast technology, has

selected to offer the program.

been elected to the National Publlc Radio board of

_
"This pilot program encourages students to
pursue a useful course of study, and ~ore Important-

directors. PaluzzI wl1lserve a three-year term.

Engineering coordinators

named

Steve Affleck, chairman of the Department of
Construction Management and Engineering, has
announced the selection of three faculty members to
serve as coordinators for the new engineering programs at Boise State University.
Joe Guarino wl1lserve as program coordinator for mechanical engineering, Robert W. Hamilton
for civil engineering, and Gary Erickson for electrical
engIneerIng.
About 400 students are expected to enroll in
,BSU'sthree engineering programs this fall. The new
coordinators wl1lalso teach classes.

_
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Down but not out
leA" director promises more of the same
Sign Coalition, told Boise Weekly.
In early June, shortly after the
Joe Relk
Oregon Citizens Alliance dropped
Staff Writer
its initiative because of the Supreme
Court ruling, Johannsen said a
With the defeat of Colorado's
Supreme
Court challenge
is
Amendment 2, the ICA's own initia- 'inevitable, but a court fight would
tive getting pulled, ICA Chairman count as money well spent.
Kelly Walton's
GOP primary
But that was before -the opinion
--defeal, 'and the GOP's acceptance of from the Attorney
General.
a pro-choice plank in their national Johannsen says at the time she
platform, one would think the ICA believed the Idaho initiative differed
would read the writing on the walls significantly from both Amendment
and pack it up for now,
2 and the Oregon measure.
But Executive Director Kelly
The ICA plans to introduce two
Johannsen
doesn't think these
parts of their failed initiative as sepapparent setbacks represent the arate pieces of legislation in the
-wishes of the people-a
dubious
coming law-makers session. One
claim in light of the initiative going would prohibit tax dollars from
down to defeat a second time. She being spent to promote homosexual
says the group is reorganizing its behavior. The other prohibits
efforts, although its values and schools from "teaching which
goals remain unaltered.
expressly promotes, advocates,
Despite obtaining only 5,046 sig- endorses, or encourages homosexunatures of the 41,335 required for al behavior as prohibited by Idaho
- ballot placement of their anti-gay law."
rights initiative, Johannsen says
"Right now we are drafting that
most Idahoans support ICA issues.
legislation and hope to have that
"Even with the Supreme Court introduced
in the first part of
decision and Attorney General's
January," says Johannsen.
opinion, the initiative would have
Johannsen is confident the two
made it in November. We're going bills will pass constitutional muster,
to do the same thing in a much more especially by linking homosexuality
economical way through the legisla- with current laws against sodomy.
ture," says Johannsen, who insists (see box)
the ICA chose to withdraw theini"We don't promote murder in
tiative because of potential court school because it's illegal. Tax dolcosts involved in defending the lars should not be used to promote
proposition if it had passed.
something that's illegal," says
That decision was made after an Johannsen.
opinion by deputy Attorney General
Though she doesn't know which
William von Tagen, delivered on legislators will be called upon to
July 1, stated that two of the initia- sponsor the legislation, she did say
tive's five planks would likely be the ICA is providing financial and
found unconstitutional based on the logistical support to more than 15
Supreme Court's 6-3 decision to legislative candidates. She says the
strike down Colorado's Amendment ICA will continue as a presence in
2. The ICA initiative was pulled the the '96 elections by endorsing and
same day.
supporting select candidates who
Johannsen says the ICA collected champion pro-family issues.
significantly more signatures than
Johannsen blames the media for
the 5,046 the opposition Decline to portraying defeat of the ICA as a
Sign Coalition has claimed. Decline foregone conclusion in the minds of
to Sign says all but two idaho coun- voters, ignoring the ICA, and
ty clerks were tallied and some affording lavish coverage to ICA
counties "had zero, absolutely zero" opponents while muzzling proposignatures. The ICA refuses to dis- nents' mouths.
close any contrary estimate until
"You've come here saying people
winter.
hate us. Where do you get that? You
ICA opponents insist the group get it from the paper," Johannsen
simply has run its course and run says.
out of supporters, and attempts to
Indeed the initiative seemed to
explain the withdrawal as a strategic get the most press only after it was
move represent a face-saving ges- defeated, and some newspapers
ture.
went so far as to headline the story,
"The real reason they withdrew it "The Good Guys Won."
is because they found out they only
But John Costa, editor of The
have about 6,000 supporters," Mary Idaho Statesman, says the group is
Rohlfing, co-chair of the Decline to using the press as a scapegoat.

"I'm sure it's not easy not to succeed, and the fact of the matter is
they couldn't convince enough people face-to-face
in round two of
their cause," says Costa.
He says space was limited due to
other initiatives taking the spotlight,
and the Statesman wasn't prepared
to launch long, in-depth. stories on
the -ICX"irifthltive until it found a
place on the ballot.
A recent Newsweek poll (June 3,
1996) found some conflicting sentiments in the debate for and against
homosexual rights. Seventy-three
percent of those surveyed acknowledge discrimination against gays
and lesbians, but only 27 percent
think anything should be done about
it. While many fail to support legislation guaranteeing equal rights for
homosexuals, 84 percent say this
group of Americans should receive
equal job opportunities.
Despite claims by both sides to
have the will of the people behind
them, the populace seems just as
confused, undecided or indifferent
about homosexual issues as about
many other social issues. Idahoans
may not endorse ICA legislation,
but they don't seem eager to support
gay rights legislation either.
Still, the ICA has some reason to
celebrate. The last plank of the
failed initiative is already state law:
not recognizing same sex marriages.

And President - Clinton
has
announced he would sign a similar
bill denying federal recognition of
same-sex marriages: It would seem
that reports of the ICA's demise are
premature, and their defeat represents only one battle in an ongoing
campaign.
Johannsen says attempts by the
media to underscore
the ICA's
political failures suggest wishful
thinking. Perhaps, but if the ICA
expects an easy road to its goals in
the legislature, they might also be
found guilty of overzealous optimism.'
"We're going to work on mobilizing people for the legislative bat--tie ahead," says Rohlfing.

What's old is new again
These are the sections of the
Idaho Citizens Alliance initiative it
plans to reintroduce in the coming
legislative session.
The State of Idaho
(c) Shall not expend tax dollars
or other public monies to fund any
official government policy, proclamation, or program for the express
purpose of promoting, advocating,
endorsing, or encouraging homosexual behavior.
(d) Shall not, in a public school,
officially authorize, sanction, or
sponsor any statement, communication, expression, or teaching which
expressly promotes, advocates,
endorses, or encourages homosexual behavior as prohibited by Idaho
law; and shall require that any discussion of any homosexual behavior
therein occur only on an age appropriate basis as defined by the local
school board.
the court.

Laws of nature,
laws of men

nonreproductive

by Joe Relk

political science professor Daniel Levin.

"It all goes back to the notion that any
sex is unnatural," says

Levin says during the '70s and '80s
more than half the states rescinded their
The Idaho Citizens Alliance plans to
use current sodomy laws to strengthen
the constitution~Iity

of future ICA

sodomy laws. Those which retain them
lie almost entirely in the south or midwest.
The ICA has good reason for opti-

efforts.
The ICA hopes to avoid judicial

mism-tO

years ago the court ruled that

defeat by linking their legislative propos-

nothing barred the states from making

als to sex laws such as Idaho Code, Title

sodomy a crime (Bowers v. Hardwick).

18-6605-Crime

against nature. This

statute criminalizes sodomy, bestiality,

Instead of singling out homosexuals,
future ICA legislation will seek to

and oral sex, punishable by a minimum

enforce the punishment

of five years imprisonment.

behavior. Rather than target who people

The ICA doesn't want to fight long
and expensive court battles defending

are-homosexuals--they
what people do-sex

of criminal
will target

crimes. Now the

legislation, only to suffer the same fate

ICA will be able to say, "We're just

as Colorado's Amendment 2. Last June

enforcing the law, nothing personal."

the U.S. Supreme Court's ruling in

But Levin says at some point citizens

Romer v, Evans struck down that initia-

have to ask themselves

tive on the grounds it singled out gays

for the state to intrude into their bed-

and lesbians.

rooms. "There's a reason why these are

"A state cannot deem a class of persons a stranger to its laws," according to

if it is necessary

referred to as private or intimate activities," says Levin.

.".
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SHE members say charging student
fees to Idahoans is unconstitutional

-.1

"If the student fees were not available
to pay for their own needs, money from
other projects would need to be allocated.
~Doherty
These funds would need to come from the
Sta Writer
legislature," said Mosman.
He said that when the State Board of
Students find themselves charged with
Education
receives budget proposals, it
a larger amount of money for school each
suspects
many
departments pad their
year. North Idaho lawyer Roy Mosman, a
requests
with
a
little extra fat to insure
State Board of"Education member, says
enough funding. Often the budgets aren't
it's not only wrong, but unconstitutional
granted
as submitted, resulting in
for students to pay higher fees every year.
increased.student
fees .. , .. ,.
A clause in Idaho's Constitution says' , .
Mosman
said
the
fcc increase situation
slate residents arc entitled to a free educarepresents
a
complicated
problem, and a
tion. The legitI;ture contends that in-state
solution
won't
easily
be
reached.
He recfees do not pay for the education students
ommended
the
SBE
refuse
to
increase
get but are used only to finance maintefees, which would make the legislature
nance and expansion of educational faciliresponsible for coming up with the money
ties.
'
by either raising t~;es or reduced spendLast April the SBE stipulated it would
ing.
voice its concern to the legislature that
He said it would be difficult to constudent fees may violate Idaho law's province
the legislature without the support of
hibition against college and university
students
and SBE members. The only stutuition, and promised to communicate its
dents
Mosman
hears from arc ASBSU
consensus that-given the disagreement
leaders,
who
favor
fee increases to get the
over the law concerning tuition-funding
improvements
they
want.
education should be the responsibility of
ASBSU President Dan Nabors said the
the legislature rather than the board. If
student government favors only fee
these issues are not resolved, the board
increases requested specifically by the stuwill not raise fees in April 1997.
dent
body. For example, the $17 fee
"I think it's the responsibility of the
increase for the new recreational facility
state legislature to get more money for
received 81 percent approval in the last
education instead of making it the job of
student
poll.
the state board to ask students for it," said
Nabors said it would be great if more
Mosman.
money could come from the state, but a
Mosman warned students to be careful
limited amount of dollars can go only so
about what they consider their necessities.
far.
Students end up having to pay to
He said each year students seem to
improve their own facilities.
require items costing more money.

HISTORY IN THE 'MARKING

........
ALLIED HEALTH
~#ROFESSIONAlS

~

.Plan a future that soars.
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grow
faster-you'll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.
In short, you'll gain more oteverything that matters most to you. Yoo
and the Air Force. Launch now-call
USAF HEALlli PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE 1-800-423-USAF

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR
AN INVITATION?
We've got a great shop and
we've been waiting for you!
• If you're a reader:

We've got an'extensive selection of new
and used comics from Archie to X-Men
and SF/fantasy books from Piers
Anthony to Timothy Zahn .
• If you're a collector:

We've got hard-to-find comic book
back issues, price guides and collecting supplies
to preserve them.
• If you are an Investor:

We buy and sell collector's item comics from the
1940's through the 1960's.
• If you're lookIng for a deal:

Our "Corral of Savings" has hundreds of comics for 501teach plus
a well-stocked 50% off area.
• If you're lookIng for a gIft or Just something
and entertaining:

Interesting

We have posters, T-shirts, calendars, fantasy/SF art books, games,
gaming miniatures, and much more.
• Ask about our Frequent Flyer Club •

SO COME DOWN - YOU'RE IN~ED

-

New Mythology
Comics & Science Fiction

.

1725 Broadway, Boise • '3/4 ml.south of nsu
Open Mon, Wed - Sat. 11 -6 • Sun. noon - 6

344·6744
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Sports Bar Brunch $9.99
. Monday ":--Fish"& 'Chips all you can eat!
Tuesday • Pizza & Salad Special
Tw;stedrt.esd,y ..L()K9 rsr'Kds #2.75
Sunday • BURGER SPECIALS!!!
Buy I, next one $2.50

Daily Happy Hour beer specials

BOISE'S BEST BRUNOI
NFL Prime Ticket
on

10

r.v./s

Two Happy Hour Specials
Fabulous New Menu

~Arv'I:

o

709 E. Park Blvd. 345-2929

1555 Broadway Ave. 344-3691

Jump in with both feet.
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New insurance policy provides early refund
but misleads students
Some of the confusion arises from the
comprehensive
indigent medical care
package passed during the last session of
Staff Writer
the Idaho Legislature. II included a sentence that would have required "all stuStudents baffled by the new student
dents at public institutions of higher eduhealth insurance refund procedure can
cation in Idaho to continuously maintain
take comfort. They are not alone.
coverage for themBy the time this story goes to print it health insurance
selves." That sentence, three lines ora
will be too late to apply for a refund,
700-line bill, was taken out late in the
according to the leaflet sent to all BSU
session on March 14.
students concerning the change.
Klaus; who testified
in the House
The deadline to apply for a refund
against the bill, says he was surprised to
was Aug. 16. Students who already have
hear the sentence was taken out atthe
coverage can sleep soundly knowing
last minute on the House Floor, the last
they arc paying for not one, but two polistep before moving on to the governor's
cies.
office. Two days earlier, on March 12,
Payment of academic fees now means
Klaus and ASBSU Vice President Darryl
accepting health insurance. "If they've
Wright argued unsuccessfully, before the
paid their fees it is assumed they want to
House Health and Welfare Committee,
keep their insurance. This is what the
that requiring
students wanted," says Sandy Neill, BSU
students
to
Student Health Insurance representative.
purchase
Neill says the change was prompted
health insurby students
and ASBSU. "Students
ance would
didn't like the idea of paying and waiting
constitute an
to get a refund."
unfunded
Jeff Klaus, outgoing ASBSU presimandate
on
dent, says students complained to him
universities.
about being forced pay for insurance
they didn't want, only to have to wait to They would
have
to
be reimbursed.
enforce
the
"My philosophy is that the students
provision,
should have the money in their pockets,"
which unfairsays Klaus. "Why should you be out
ly targeted
$155 for six weeks? Students could be
students.
buying books with that money."
"If you're
Klaus says he made being able to
that gung-ho
choose insurance up front a priority for
on everyqne
his administration.
He received support
having health
from ASBSU and the Student Health
insurance
Advisory Board.
why not have
Though news of the policy change
them
show
went out with the second notice for stuproof
of
dents' fall 1996 bills, and was also supinsurance
at
posedly given to them when they registhe
DMV
tered, some students still failed to read or
when people
comprehend the reminders.
get driver's
"The university spent a lot of time
licenses? Do
and money trying to do this and get the
they as legisword out. All these flyers were mailed
lators have to
out and handed
out to everyone,"
prove
their
explains Neill. "Hopefully
everyone's
health
insurgollen the word."
ance? There's no reason to discriminate
But that friendly reminder also conagainst students," says Klaus.
tained a misleading
insinuation.
The
Representatives
Millie Flandro, Dnotification
states, "Any student with
Pocatello,
and Bill Sali, R-Meridian,
existing health insurance coverage may
agreed with Klaus and Wright. The legisbe exempt from participation
in the
lators co-sponsored
an amendment
to
Student Health Insurance plan." The
take the sentence out.
implication is that students must have
"It was unfair to single out just the
insurance, something the state legislature
student
population," says Flandro. She
has declined to endorse, and something
noted
there
was no funding to help unithat simply is not true. The falsity is furversities enforce the mandate, a timely
ther reiterated
in the refund petition
and problematic task.
itself, which states that by signing it stuMaloney says confusion
over late
dents are claiming to, "have other insurchanges
in
the
bill
contributed
to lanance."
guage in the new refund procedure, and
"There's no way we could actually
she expects the legislation to be reintroforce people to show insurance, because
duced next session.
you could drop it a week later," says Gail
Confusion over the bill wasn't the
Maloney, assistant vice president. for
only
reason for the language implying
administrative
services. "It's the same
students had to have health insurance. In
form as before. No one's asked to show
fact, the wording on the refund petition
proof."

Joe Relk

hasn't changed. Maloney says it reflects
a strong desire to get students insured for
their own sakes.
"We do want the student to think, 'Do
I have health insurance or do !not?' It's
a reminder that they won't be covered if
they don't have that," says Maloney.
"I think what the colleges are trying
to do is strongly convince people that
they need to have insurance, but it is a
choice," says Flandro.
"II's important
as adults that you
know what your rights are," she says,
and the refund policy offers good, realworld training.
Klaus says the new refund procedure
represents a compromise between many
interests. He says concern for students is
part of the reason for pushing health
insurance, but the refund policy is also

driven by concern for the students pocketbook-getting
the lowest rate possible-as well as an interest on the part of
John
Hancock,
BSU's
insurance
provider, in making a profit.
"There was an assumption that people
won't go through the trouble of getting a
refund. That was factored into our costs,
and yeah, we do get a beller rate," says
Klaus.
A cashier says many students don't
even read the material sent on the insurance refund, and just blindly sign the bill
and write a clieck. She says John
Hancock is "banking on it."
But gelling more students to participate in the university insurance isn't just
good for the insurance provider, it also
results in cheaper rates for students. Ed
Caron, BSU's agent of record, says universities using refund/petition plans like

BSU's can get up to 40 to 50 percent better rates than universities subscribing to
total optional plans, like the University
of Idaho.
Klaus says the strong language is also
an attempt by the universities to cover
themselves. He says if a freshman claims
they didn't know what they were doing
when they got the refund, or they don't
remember requesting a refund, the university would have proof, potentially
saving them a lawsuit and negative publicity.
''l-et's say a student gets injured and
the parents find out their child is not covered. Now there's a document with their
son's or daughter's
signature [proving
they waived insurance l," says Klaus.
Klaus says making it sound as if students are required ,to have health insurance "may be misleading but everyone
has an opportunity to call and find out."
He expects leniency during this transition period.
That may be the case, but both Neill
and Maloney make it clear that their
compassion does have limits. Students
need to make adjustments
to the new
policy now, since BSU won't be as forgiving next semester. Students are urged
to read the information and take it seriously.
"If they have a case to make there's
always exceptions, but they're not going
to have an extra booth like they did
before [the change 1 after classes start,"
says Neill.
Neill says the only real change to the
procedure is when students apply for,
and receive, a refund.
"It's taken out up front. This way they
either pay for it with their fees or they
don't pay for it at all."
Klaus expects some glitches during
the transition, but maintains that while
the new policy may take a little getting
used to, it will be a boom for students in
the long run.
"It's by no means the perfect system,
but I think students arc going to be very
pleased when they find out they don't
have to wait to get their refund," says
Klaus.
There are other changes in the procedure. Students who can't personally fill
out the petition in person with a photo
I;D. are faced with the additional burden
of telephoning
for the paperwork
and
have a notary public witness the signing
before
sending
it back
to 1910
University
Drive. Although
it sounds
like an unnecessary paper shuffle, Neill
says it's important
students'
family
members or roommates can't misrepresent their wishes, or simply pocket the
refund check for themselves.
Foreign
exchange students must also "provide
proof of adequate insurance coverage to
the Foreign Student Admissions office."

SIDEBAR, STORY
ON PAGE 10

j
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Mandatory healtbinsurance
a live issue at Legislature

still

Joe Relk
Staff writer
Take a good look at the legislation
below. The underlined section
highlights
deletions
to Senate
Bill 1567,
which would have made health
insurance
mandatory
for
university
students.
(d) For full-time
students
at public institutions
of higher learning,
the obligated
county
shall be the county of
residence
of the applicant
unless an obligated
person, for
whom the applicant
is claimed
as a dependent,
resides in
another county or state. Prior to August 1, 1996, the state
board of education
shall require
all students
at public
institutions
of higher education
in Idaho to continuously
maintain
health insurance
coverage
for themselves.
This section
of the bill was only taken out a couple
days before the legislature
recessed,
but Representative
Pete Black,
R-Boise,
says, "It certainly
left the door
-open.
Hopefully
it will be revisited
this year."
..•,He supported
the bill in its original
form because
he
believes
students,
many of them from out-of-state,
are
unfairly
tapping
Idaho taxpayers
for their medical
bills,
via county indigency
programs.
"Health insurance
isn't a right". We try to provide
it and
make it available,
but that doesn't
give people the right to
just have kids and expect
everyone
else to pay for it. I
think some of those kids where actually
thinking
about it
that way," says Black.
But Representative
Millie
Flandro,
D-Pocatello,
who
co-sponsored
the amendment
to strike the sentence,
says
it's simply unfair for the legislature
to single out students
just "because
they can, because
they're
a captive
audience."
She says if lawmakers
are convinced
mandatory
health
care coverage
is a good idea,
they should
require
all
adults to have it. She says it's a certainty
such a comprehensive proposal
wouldn't
go far in the Idaho Legislature.
"People
would be saying,
'You can't make those mandates on businesses.
You can't do that to adults.'"
Flandro'says
the problem
is one of perception.
Legislators
"still
see college
students
as kids" despite
that fact that non-traditional
students
are returning
to
school in droves (an average
BSU student's
age is 26). "I
have a firm belief that when you turn the age of 18 you
become an adult and we need to treat all adults equally,"
says FIandro.
Black says he wants students· to be insured,
and that "if
there's
a legitimate
reason
why a student
cannot
afford
medical coverage
then we need to have something
to take
care of that." Black just doesn't" want that "something"
to
be indigent
health care, which he says is already overburdened.
Black says many students
have been passing
up insurance andlelling
Idaho taxpayers
cover those costs, particularly pregnancies.

• Bikes
• Locks

• Lights
• Helmets

• Bike Racks

BSU, super health insurance
bargain
Look around,
compare
policies.
BSU features
the most
insurance
coverage
for the dollar in Idaho. $155 may buy
a lot of beer, but students
will be glad to have insurance
when sitting in the hospital
at $400 a day. No one's invincible; get insured. Then go skiing with a clear conscience.

Students! Show your school ID and receive
10% OFF any accessory - even sale items

180 N. 8th

343·9130
Monday - Friday 10 -7;

I

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Number
Students
BSU

. Closed Sundays
& Labor Day

Saturday 10 - 5

ISU

U of I
ISU
to 10
ahead
deduct

14,295
10,810
11,727

of

Number
Insured

Percent
Insured

Cost

8,005
4,550
2,697

56
42
23

$155
$199.50
$215

students
apply for a refund after they've
paid, up
days after classes
start.
U of I students
choose
of time whether
they want to buy coverage
or
it from their fees.
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Introducing HBF
by ArIel Spaeth
HBFEditor

Health Beauty Fashion

This yearThe Arbiter is introducing a
new section devoted to Health, Beauty
and Fashion, and I'm excited to be
bringing it to you. Every other week
we'll keep you updated and informed
about important health issues, new prod-ucts, old favorites, style and shopping.
We'll also include photos of glamorous
everyday girls and boys in (and sometimes.out ot) fashionable clothes, artfully supplied by photographer Rick
Kosarich.
This is for your benefit and enjoyment, so don't hesitate 10 let me know if
you liked or disliked something, if there
is anything you want to sec included, or
if you have a suggestion. Thank you!

Fall forecast No.1:
the big overview
Autumn is my favorite season. The
weather cools and begins to call for
boots and long skirts and a leather jacket. I feel the pull to get serious about
things again, whether it's school, work
or even just clearing out my closet and
makeup drawers. It's all about simplification.
The idea is to change your apparel to
complement the seasonal shift; to stop
wearing white shoes (absolutely no
white shoes after Labor Day), to transform the bright pastels and fruity tones
of summer into rich browns, greens,
blues and reds. Rayon is replaced by
velvet and wool, and floral by plaid.
Textures are thicker, patterns streamline.
I'm not going to tell you what to
wear. Chances are, you're already
dressed in something you picked out for
yourself and like for a reason, even if
just because it was clean. What I will tell
you is what people who can afford
Gucci and Versace are wearing, and
how-if it appeals to you-you can
attempt the same effect.
When I first looked at the fall issues
ofElle,W and Vogue, I was apprehensive. Designers like Donna Karan and
Calvin Klein are embracing the '70s
with even more enthusiasm than when
they recreated the '60s mod look last
fall. I'm talking about belted tunic
sweaters, cardigans that fall to the ankles
and big, gold jewelry. It's Rhoda-wear in
the truest sense.
It's not the polyester'l have a problem
with. I think most of us have been won
over at least a little bit by the miracle
fabric, if the form of a clingy black shirt,
stretchy pants or a wrinkle-free, fits-inyour-purse dress. What lhave a hard
time accepting is in fashion itself. We're
flashing through decades past at warp
speed, yet lingering on an unflattering
era.
I'm not negative about everything
I've been seeing. The military look is
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celebrated every few seasons; this one is
no exception. The coats, pants and boots
look promising, and the fitted shapes
work on all~Qr~Qf figures. These can
also be acquired at the Army/Navy Store
for dirt
cheap. Who needs the Chanel versions?
The revival of pants, after a miniskirtinfested spring and summer, is comforting. I like seeing flat-fronted pants, as
opposed to pleats.
What I really love about this fall is
the abundance of fake fur. It's soft, pretty and warm, and no creatures had to be
trapped or clubbed to death. The most
exciting pseudo-pelts are in exotic prints
unlike anything I've seen on the
Discovery Channel, showrrin 'either
floor-reaching coats or trimming the
cuffs and collars on wool or suede jackets.
Hopefully the visibly trendy public
will choose these items over the bright
orange, spaghetti-strap dresses with artful cut-outs on the waist and hips.
I've been focusing primarily on
women's styles, partly because what's
being shown for men is hard to imagine
on most: a satin smoking jacket slit to
the thigh, skin-tight white flared pants
paired with a midriff-skimming turtleneck. These may take a long time to
catch on with regular guys. We're still
on the heels of grunge and hip hop here,
it would seem. There are some rational
choices I wouldn't mind seeing on some
men around here; again, the military
coats and some gorgeous motorcycle
jackets and boots in unusual leathers.
Of course, while the models, stars and
lucky people with money to waste are
going to pay thousands of dollars for
such outfits in New York and Los
Angeles, we live in Boise, without the
sources, social demands or peer pressure
that require such an outlay of funds. I
toured registration and saw everyone
wearing the same stuff they always do:
cut-offs, tank tops and sandals, basically,
clothes that are almost pajamas. Most of
us are too comfortable to change that.
But if you are of the belief that being
Idahoan doesn't mean being trendimpaired, there are easier and more cost
effective ways than flying to the nearest
Neiman-Marcus. The first choice would
be to 'visit one of the growing number of
thrift stores and vintage shops in the
area. We will be profiling several of
these as the year progresses, Also, check
with your friends and relatives born
before 1960. They are likely to have
original items hidden away. Well-preserved classics like chunky wedgeheeled shoes, patterned dresses and
leather shoulder bags provide a timely
statement.
Trying to interpret these offerings
into reality is my job. Deciding what to
make of it is up to you. If you've always
been a little '70s crazy, this is your time
to have fun with zippered brown vinyl
boots.
If you are made ill by geometric polyhued polyester, it will be over soon anyway. I just hope that spring doesn't have
us all looking like Pat Benatar and
Menudo.

Sandwiched between a
comic book store and the
cheapest place I've found to
buy cigarettes sits a colorful, cloud-filled shop of
treasures.
"We're the hippest and
most reasonable store in
town" is how proprietor
Michelle Hoffman describes
her endeavor, Picture Show
Resale Clothing, which has'
been open since July. When
I first met Hoffman, before

the store opened, she
explalned fhe concept of the
name. It's a store that
appeals to the imagination,
where shoppers can find
clothes, shoes and accessories from all eras to fit
their own perceptions of
self.
If you make it to the
shop-the address is 3017
W. State St.-between 11
a.m. and 6 p.m, you'll find a
surprisingly large selection
of clean, organized stuff in
greatcondttlon. Hoffman
features women's, men's

and children's modern and
vintage apparel, jewelry,
shoes and essential kitsch.
Especially noteworthy
are the work shirts, platforms, old ties, bell bottoms,
fabulous costume rings and
matching '60s dress-andjacket sets. Hoffman mentions an expansion of the
jewelry section which will
soon include more hemp
necklaces and a bead table.
She also plans on bringing
in more velvet and satin
gowns once fall is underway.

The prices are super reasonable, and she'll consider
trade and consignment, too.
She also has a monthly
drawing for $50 worth of
merchandise, so get down
there and put your name in .
the fishbowl.
I love the store because
Hoffman's got a great eye
and knows what I'll like. It's
boutique shopping on a vintage plane; everything is
one of a kind and original.
Hoffman is an attentive,
honest and personable
shopkeeper, so it's not sur-

prlslng to hear her say, "I'm
doing more business than 1 ever would have imaginedl" ,
She's putting out new
merchandise all the time,
and sales are a part of
everyday shopping.
Although an expansion
or move to a larger spot
might lie in the future, I'm
content to browse in the
cozy location she has now,
with its velvet-curtained
dressing room and a fluffy
cloud painted il'l;e.veryc<?r-__•.
nero

Ch_eapthrills
Ariel S~aeth
For me, being a student equals being poor.
However, I still have to buy beauty products and
cosmetics. I accept that I'm a toiletry junkie; I just
have to downsize my addiction. In the past, in my
tuition-free days, I could spend ridiculous amounts
of money at the Bon Marche' counter. But no more,
because I've gone on a one-woman search for a cheap
way to continue my habit. Here are my findings:

(
(

PAYLESS DRUG
LOOKING

INTO THE NIGHT

I don't care where you live, you can find a
Payless near you. This is both good and bad.
Payless has everything you need, and for some
things why go anywhere else? For example, they've
got one of the largest selections of prophylactics
and complementary a!ds. However, for cosmetics,

SKY,

Jonas was 93.2265% sure of the existence
of life on all but two of Saturn's moons,
when suddenly he began to wonder why he

your neighborhood you could do better.

still hadn't signed up for Washington Mutual

TARGET
This is my favorite department store. Say what
you will, I spent $2 less on the same brand of mascara I was going to buy at Payless. Plus target has
all sorts of wonderful bath products and implements, from pedicure wands to body poufs and
loofah gloves.

Free Checking, with no minimum balance

-

and no monthly service fee.

{

A

checldng. account that. actuallY}
costs nothing. Nada. ZIp. Zero.

MACFRUGALS
I wouldn't have put MacFrugal's and beauty
together, but they have reorganized a little bit and
now have two aisles of health and beauty aids. What
makes shopping here so much fun is the selection.
While the 'makeup is familiar-i-lets of Almay, Revlon
and MaybeIIlne-you've never heard of some of the
other offerings.
Here you'll find strange lotions, powders with
unusual names and the biggest assortment of soapon-a-rope in town. My personal favorites are the
roll-on deodorants in imitation Chanel No.5 and
Anais Anais. Bubble bath in a giant pink plastic
.flamingo is something you shouldn't pass up. Oh,
and I don't think there's anything in the aisle that
costs more than $5.

It was his money after all, thought Jonas.
And by golly, now he'd be able to afford
a telescope to prove his theory.
Capitol Plaza: 175 North Capitol Blvd., 373-3131

'
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Student Health Service.s offers affordable care to students

As Idaho's economy levels off, most

ments, such as visually pleasing waiting

Health Services offers free h?me preg-

and examination rooms, some less obvi-

nancy tests at $5 for on-site' testing,

ous improvements have also been made.

compared to $20 at a private practice or

In its first year at BSU,Collegiate

campus entities are expected to accomplish a lot with less and less money.
. That's what Student Health Services does.
The center receives $450,000 in student fees each year to perform its ser-

as much as $12.50 at either Planned

Health Care expanded its hours (8 a.m, to

Parenthood or Central District Health.

6 p.m, Monday through Friday, and from

The Pap test is just $7 at Student Health

11 a.m, to 2 p.m. on Saturdays), reduced

Services. Birth control pills cost just: $5

the waiting times for students with

to $7 at Student Health Services.
A student's first HIVtest in an acade-

long way at the health center. Feeling

a-Ppoi"ntrn,e,n,ts".~_1!4,
began tooffer sPe.-,.
cialty services in women's health care

sick isn't fun, but at least students under

and orthopedics. Radiology services

Services; a secorid test requires $12.

the weather can get some great values

have been updated. X-rays are taken by

Private practices charge as much as $40

from Collegiate Health Care, which is

radiological tech faculty and are read by

for the HIVtest, and a student could pay

beginning its second year as Boise

a certifledradiologist.

"Ulf16S13 at Planned Parenthood or

State's Student Health Services provider.
Perhaps the greatest myth about

~Jl1dent Health Services has also
reached out to form relationships with

Central District Health.
This year Student Health Services is

Student Health Services is that one must
have purchased the $153 student health.

the Wellness Center and Counseling
Center, and also provides limited on-site

going to provide additional services,
such as taping ankles and elbows for $5

insurance policy to use the center.

services to the BSUChild Care Center.

and knees for $10, and offering $20 asth-

.. , vices.Bach student's $30 jnfeesgoesa

..

Prices at Student Health Services are

However, any full-time BSUstudent can

• u .,- ~ , ."',",•• '- ..

,~_.

n

mic year is free at Student Health

ma treatments, $40 splints, and $6 cold

take advantage of the many free and

either minimal or free. A $6 charge for

low-cost supplies and services offered

flu shots contrasts with the $15 charged'

medicine packets.
Student Health Services is also open-

there.
"We've had several inquiries about

by a private practice. Prescription med-

ing up some services to part-time stu-

ications never cost more than $10 and

dents this year. Gynecological services

that, so my guess is they don't under-

some run as little as $5. Over-the-

stand exactly what's involved. They

counter medications are free. Lab tests

this fall in an experimental program.

don't understand that they don't have to-

are $5 to $10. X-rayscost just $30.

Nelson would eventually like to open all

have the insurance in order to use the

Pathology is priced at $20.

the services to part-timers, but "I don't

When it comes to pregnancy tests,

student health center," said Student

Student Health Services provides a better

Health Services Director Jayne Nelson.
In addition to some obvious improve-

.for a fee will be available to part-timers

know how we can handle the load yet,"
she says.

deal than even Albertsons. Student

p~s~
GroOvy, Retro, Screaming Clothing
Tuesday - Saturday

11 a.m. - 7 p.m.

..... ---.

CA FIN8

Just west of State Court Cafe
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3017 W. State St.
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www.autojava.com
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Free monthly give-owoys worm $50
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Back to School BARGAI~~!
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• Affordable and Fast

What's in a

-Pre-approuals take about 5minutes
-Loans are processed within 24 hours

CAMPUS
Z-STATION LOAN?

.

• Easy! Call1-BOO-Bll-3452
,""",,",'
'='"' ' ' ' ' ···..illi:l
..
!!l!······.1
• The perfect Student Solution for Windows Users
·::!l···..······!l!ll······i!!!······· ..

EVERYTHINGI

Includes Microsoft Office Professional,
A retail value of over $500

Encarta and Norton Anti-Virus.

""'Iilr

..~:.:~.:.,,:.:.:.:':-:.:.;.",~:.~':,';.:~:,':.:-:.:.:.:.:.y.:."

:;~:~~~::m~:::jmi~%gM~:1~:[11::

Available
Mid~'september

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intel Pentium 100MHz
16MB RAM w/256 Cache
1MB Video RAM 64 Bit
1.2 MB Hard Disk Drive
1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive
28.8 BPS Data/Fax Modem
8X CD-ROM Drive
Sound Blaster 16 bit Sound Card
Hi-FiSpeakers w/Microphone
Microsoft 104 Key Natural Keyboard
Microsoft Mouse

• Intel Pentium 200MHz
• 16MB RAM w/256 Cache
• 1MB Video RAM 64 Bit
·2.1 GB Hard Disk Drive
• 1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive
• 28.8 BPS Data/Fax Modem
• 8X CD-ROM Drive
• Sound Blaster 16 bit Sound Card
• Hi-Fi Speakers w/Microphone
• Microsoft 104 Key Natural Keyboard
• Microsoft Mouse

Intel Pentium 133MHz
16MB RAM w/256 Cache
1MB Video RAM 64 Bit
1.6GB Hard Disk Drive
1.44MB Floppy Disk Drive
28.8 BPS Data/Fax Modem
8X CD-ROM Drive
Sound Blaster 16 bit Sound Card
Hi-FiSpeakers w/Microphone
Microsoft 104 Key Natural Keyboard
Microsoft Mouse

• 14" SVGA COLOR MONITOR

• 15" SVGA COLOR MONITOR

• 15" SVGA COLOR MONITOR

• Microsoft Productivity Software Bu
• 4-year Carry-in Warranty

• Microsoft Productivity Software Bundle
• 4-year Carry-in Warranty

• Microsoft Productivity Software Bundle• 4-year Carry-in Warranty

$179900
,..

$19900

Microsoft OFFICE FOR WINDOWS 95
Gives you next-generation
integrated tools, and easy
access to their full power.

NORTON UTILITIES
New 32-bit version for Windows 951 The Norton Utilities
features the most powerful collection of tools ever
developed for protecting and recovering your data.

$7200
Corel WORDPERFECT

SUITE

16-Bit Office Suite with word processing, spread sheet, desk
top publishing, businessgrophics and internet programs
for only ...

$3900

- SOF1WAREEDUCATIONAL PRICING FOR
STUDENTS, STAFF & FACULTY ONLY

~

~TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

TI-30X Solar CALCULATOR
• Anylite solar power
• For general math, science, statistics,
trigonometry and geometry functions
• One variable statistics
• Fraction & fraction decimal conversions

$1695

Macil1t~~h.'

Reg. $2]95

We don't kno\<\'whoyou'l '
Ma9Int()sh' complJtersco.mp
.'
·an.yon.e.. A.M
...ac·.rea.ds. an.d...w..ri.t....a.s."

.......................................................
.:=IQ

HP-10B Business CALCULATOR
•
•
•
•
•

1 and 2 variable statistics
linear regression and forecasting
Fast solutions
Essential business and math functions
AlgebraiC entry system

I\d~S?ftWind()W8~softwaie, and'}'o0&m~~~~'riJn

~o,shar!ng)s "ash~p.'10\\l~oyouget13tarted.?
·.·..coITlPuterstqrEttodClY'
and
;".,:",.,._,-.--

$3295

',.",''.,

"

,}\,.-.~- " I:;.:,,':\~,:,' .-

I.! : .:

"

HP-48GX Graphic Expandable CALCULATOR;;""

; t:<: ~

lo"Jj.;!;f;:!'· uU.~J.nu,U!;~
UIIUU

.,

, ,:','r:'

Reg. $3995

• Hundreds of built-in HP solve equations
ti 128KB RAM expandable
to 4MB
•
• Complex problem solving
• Easy to use data entry
• Built-inphysical constants

.-,,','-.-

",'

',,-

Leave

~,',:_~;;>.

-:.

.

".'

your

~."

; .;, .:

">

- ... , ......... ------

..... ~;,;.;.~~~.;,w~~~

tbt Pou., Maalllosb 6100/66 /J05 Cnll1{Jtlhbleruns ALI·/J05alldWilldou,,1.1 (uft'db'; oIlJerl'ou'n' Macilllosb models l1tJuireSojlWilUlou. !iOfIUrlTf.©1996
A{f>IeCnlll/Jukr, IIIC Ail rtgb/s resened. A{f>I~ the A{f>Ielogo. Mac AItJci.lllosh(mel 1'vIret Mocilllosh are rrglsJerrJ Jrademar/ls of Apple Compukr. tnc. AIS·/J05
allelWiIlC¥NrsarerrglsJerrJlradmlor/lsofMiaosoflCorpotrIIIlJII.
OllelSojllH1IlJou, isa Jradnnaril usrdullckrlimlSl!!JJ'I,lSigIIia!rom
MiaosoflCotpotrIlion.
AilAlaalllosh colII/Julm are cksigllecl 10 he aemslble 10 mdil'iduals /l'ilb disabilily. 1blearn more (11.£ Ollly). coli 800·600·78OBorm'
80Q.755·060/.

$199
95
.
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Reg. $26500
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Che
uf
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for yo ~i'ft.to-educa~ion -nees'
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INCREASE

YOUR

B,y MORE THAN

SF>EED

250%!

The Easiest Way to Increase
Performance on 486 Systems

$139

00

133MHz 5x86 cpu Upgrade
• Outperforms Intel® Pentium-83 OverDrive Processor .
• Upgrades most 486-based SX,SX2, DX & DX2-based systems.

i'SAT .~....L..;....:.•·;~;.;.rlpAM~5PM···
.P.H()N~ ';.. ...'

';>

......
208. 385 ~.1559 .

1*800*992·8398.'

, '.'"NTERNETADDRESS
. E-MAIL.
bookmaster@bsu
bkst.idbsu.edu
. ' ...
"
'-,
-,':
',-.
->"."

Add Memory to Your Computer Today!
Memory is at the lowest prices in years.

«

Sportster Modems are designed
for demanding PC & Mac users
• 28.8 modems at new lower prices
~ External or Internal
• Easy and quick access to
the Internet
• Fox and communication
software included
• 5-year warranty

from$12900

&

COMPu'uaBoOKS
SOFTWARE'

~~~~~~!o

299
45
$3

~~~is

$

~~~.~~~~

h~~~~~:r, ~t?i~t~~.ring binder , .. '

~o~?~~t~~~.~~~~.~.~~.~~
· $1
25
29

.

Deskworks

#8 Scissors

$3

'_<oM>"

'

••

•

?~~z~.l~~.

GIFTS
•..••.•.....'.

colors

¥:~i~~~~~f~~;{'ES
DISKETTE
STORAGE

CASE

• Holds 80-100 3.5" diskettes
• Key lock
• Dividers
included
Reg. $795

10 $20

Buy a Modem and get 52000•
Get a $20 gift certificate to your bookstore when you buy
a Sportster@ 28.8 desktop modeml (Offer expires 10/31/96)

r-------

~399

._------,

/$

3" X 5"

Index
Cards
• 100 ct white, ruled or plain

Post-it
3" X 3" Pads
• 3 pods per package .....

Huge selection of
colors & stvles
from

1 inch

$2395'0 $5395

Vinyl Binder
• Assorted colors
• High quality metal rings
• Heavy gouge vinyl

(NON IMPRINTED)

99C each
.I

".

.

$399

Get an Apple Computer Loan. Get a Mac.
Don't pay for 90 days*

.. ME
BOOKSTORE.'
• Boise State University
Free one-year Apple warranty.

,

.'

,-.,:,.:;:-r ..~-" .....

$399
.

_.3 pkgs/$500

COUPON EXPIRES 9/14/96.

Comb
Pack
Special
• 1- imprinted binder
• 200ct filler paper.
• college margin
• S-subject dividers with tabs
YOUR SPECIALPRICE

00

2 1

Backpacker
Spiral
Notebook
• 100 ct white, college ruled, 9 1/2 x 63/8

Save $500 with this coupon on all Jansport, Trager and any other
brand backpacks and book bags.

_

•

$175
~~~~~xh4~?~~~.
~~~
99 ~
Linenlite Report Covers
• 2 pockets, asst.
39 -c: or 3/$1 00
The origi~al Peechee
Portfolio
.. ,."
5~
~~~;:!d ~~~s
$ 169
~.t.i~.~

CE BOOKS

. ·.···.COMPOTERSUPPUE$~

lII1'J1obotlcs'

VOICE

· ....REfEREN

BOOKS

BR,ONCOSHOP

Install a memory upgrade. You will be
impressed by your
system's speed
and efficiency.

SPORTSTER

GENERAL.

$

~~~~~~

"http://bsu..:..bksUdbs~.edu

559

~~~~!t~~le~~c~~:r~a~et~~~~~r
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Looking for a great part-time job?

--HERE'-S WHAT YOU'VE-BEEN LOOKING-FOR !
Sears .Credit Center needs your help to provide 'outstanding service to our customers in ou~ fast-paced,
team centered environment.
Evening and weekend hours available.

Starting rate·$7.10···and up -to $7.95 for-evening and ..
weekend hours worked
- Call 327-6009 to schedule an interview

A compelling place to work. . . one of the many sides of Sears!

EOEMIFIDIN

Students who do not require dial-in access may use e-mail and the internet, through Varney, at the BSU
computer labs. A new account must be set up by August 30, at B-116. All previous student accounts will
be deleted on that date.
Students who want dial-in access from home must purchase a dial-in plan from an -internet service
provider. Student dial-in will not be available through Boise State University.
Boise State University negotiated a contract with Micron Internet Services to provide a dial-in plan called
Surf-n- Toss ™ and Surf-n-Cash ™ for BSU students. The plan provides dial-in at three reasonable rate
levels. Surf-n- Toss ™ will be available at the Bookstore beginning August 19, 1996.
Surf-n- Toss ™ is a prepaid plan. The first-time charge for Surf-n- Toss TM is $54.95 which includes an
account set-up fee and $36.00 worth of internet time that can be used at the rate levels shown below.
When $36.00 worth of time has expired, additional Surf-nCash TM may be purchased in $20.00 increments
from the Bookstore. Students who purchase internet access from Micron Internet Services will not need or
be issued a BSU e-mail account. Micron Internet Services accounts will be accessible from BSU computer
labs.

Plan

Hourly
Charge

Monthly
Charge

Annual
Charge

Set-Up
Charge

Unlimited Hours

NA

NA

NA

$18.95

. $.15

NA

NA

$18.95

NA

NA

$18.95

Popular
60 Hours
Occasional

5 hours :

$0.60
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GET INTO THE GAME.
Join Student Organizations!

~

~~17

Call the Student Activities Office
(385-1223) or visit our
web site (http://union.idbsu.edu)
for more information

• •

BOiSE STATE UNIVERSITY

~~

STUDENT UNION
AND ACTIVITIES

I,

;4'._
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Built to Spill
Josh (osten
Hootenanny Editor
Much like Trent Reznor in Nine Inch'
Nails, DQl1g Milrts~~,isJ.he leading entity
of Buill to Spill, one of Boise's pr~-emi:"
nent bands.
.
Martsch was the obvious pick for the
first of a series highlighting
our local
musical talent. Since Curtis Steigers left
town, Martsch is the only Boise resident
musician signed to a major label.
Several years ago, when bands like
Graveltruck and Dirtboy were emerging,
Martsch
was a member
of the late
Treepeople who managed, along with the
Dirt Fishermen, to make the first impact
by Boise bands in the Northwest. The
majority of the membersfrom Treepeople
have regrouped
in Stuntman,
another
popular Boise band.
In talking about a number of subjects
with Martsch, he spoke with a quiet,
thoughtful
voice and wide-open
blue
eyes. He has worked for many years to
get to the point where he is' now, and is
still very much down-to-earth and realistic about his situation.
Arbiter:When
did you get started in
music? How did you know this was what
you wanted to do?
Martsch: I guess I always liked music.
When I started high school was when I
started playing guitar, and when I started
getting interested in different music and
bought records.
A:What kind of stuff did you buy?
M: Things like David Bowie, R.E.M.,
the Smiths, Replacements,
punk rock
stuff. Up before then I would listen to the
radio and I listened to heavy metal when
I was in junior high. But when those
bands started happening, it just sort of
made sense to me
A: As far as Treepeople and all that
has happened since then, how has it progressed for you? Was it hard, easy?
M: Well, it seems like it all flowed.
I've been enjoying it all along. I really
enjoyed playing with Treepeople.
It's
always gone at a pace that I liked. It just
sort of seems natural the way things progressed.
A: Did it seem natural to sign to a
major label?
M: I guess that's the only thing that
seems strange, was when that stuff happened. I don't know. The only reason I
did that was for the money; that's it.
Other than that, I much prefer to do stuff
on independent labels for a lot of reasons.
I didn't want to work. I didn't want
Karenna to work. I wanted to spend time
with Ben. That',s the only reason I did
that.
A:What kind of a process did you go
through to decide who you would sign.
with?

DATE
THEARBITER

the Boise music scene?
M: In Seattle,
where Treepeople
M: I don't know. There are a few
recorded a couple things.
'bands that I really like. Stuntman. Caustic
A:Was there another lineup change?
Resin is one of my favorite bands in the
M: Yeah. First I did some stuff with
.
world,
ever. Fury Three, Godzounds. I
- ----uils drummer Peter who's in a band that I
don't
go
out to shows much. I'll go see
really like, and we recorded the record
Caustic
Resin
a lot, but other bands I just
and I worked on it a bunch, but I really
see
sometimes.
Three Piece #457 are
didn't like the way it was turning out, so I
pretty fun.
bagged the whole thing and then got back
A: Do you think we'll see another
together with Brett Nelson and this guy
Boise
band get signed to a major label?
Scott who played with the Spinanes, and
M:
Caustic Resin is talking to EMI,
M: It was a really long process. I then we recorded. And Brett Netson from
and
I'm
trying to convince
Warner
talked to a bunch of labels and went to Caustic Resin played some guitar on a
Brothers to talk to them, too. I could see
few
songs
and
John
Mann
played
cello
New York a couple times, and LA. I
them doing it. Stuntman, they've already
every once in a while. That was basically
decided
on [Warner
Brothers]
just

0 F

S 0 RT S

because it seemed like it would be the
easiest place for me to do what I wanted
to do, to have some autonomy.
A:Was there ever a moment where
you woke up one morning and said "I'm
on a major label?"
M: Not really. The whole thing was
really gradual. I started talking to people
in October (1994) and didn'tsign
anything until August.
A: How did the whole Lollapalooza
thing get lined up, .and what was that
like?
M: One of the labels I was talking to,
the person who worked there was booking the second stage, so that's how that
happened.
We played seven or eight
shows. It was really fun. It was actually
really great.
I was surprised, because I was kind of
dreading it. As it got closer, it just kind of
seemed like it would be a pain, but it was
great.
A: Any crazy Lollapalooza stories?
M: Not really. It was kind of nice,
because when we played not very many
people would be around. Before us,
Helium played, and a lot of people would
be there and then we would play.
We always played opposite
Beck,
which sucked because I never got to see
Beck at all, which was one of the few
things I really wanted to see.
Superchunk would play after us and it
would get totally crowded again, so it
was nice. It was really mellow.
One show we played, we were really
late, and basically drove through people
and stuff,(laughs)
like ran over to the
stage and Superchunk had already set up,
so we used their equipment and took off
right after the show, so it was crazy. But
mostly it was really mellow. And hot.
A:What about the lineup this year?
What's up with that?
M: Really. When we played, Sonic
Youth was headlining and Cypress Hill
or Hole was the most popular band, so
the shows overall were small, mostly. I
couldn't imagine playing at one where
it's Metallica or whatever. Beastie Boys,
Soundgarden, big bands like that.
A few of the shows were pretty cool,
most of the people there were cool. There
were still, you know, frat jocks, some
lame people, but I can imagine at one of
this year's shows, how awful the crowds
must be. We felt lucky to be involved in
it that year.
A: Are you working right now on
writing-or recording?
M: Actually,
I just got back from
recording an album a couple weeks ago.
It took a long time to do, we had a lot of
setbacks, kind of a grueling process. So
I'm just relaxing right now.
A:Where was it recorded?

it. And a guy named Ron, who's in Truly,
played some rnellotron.
A: And it will be a Warner Brothers
record?
M: Yeah.
A:What is the over-all feel to the new
Built to Spill record?
M: Long. (laughs) It's really long
overall, and all the songs are really long.
I have lost all objectivity because it took
so long to do. We recorded it three separate times and I worked on it at home a
lot, too.
It's basically long songs, not as optimistic as There's Nothing Wrong With
Love. Maybe it's sadder, angrier.
It's kind of epic-sounding
in a way.
There were a lot of epic ideas for songs
that were really long and would have a
lot of parts and a lot going on, but they
ended up not having very much going on.
And they're still long (laughs). And they
still have a lot of parts.
A: Did you go on a Neil Young kick
for a while or what?
M: No. I don't really know. Maybe the
Bealles, medley stuff. There are a lot of
songs that are just like one part, then
another and another, with no chorus that
repeats or anything.
A:When can we expect it?
M: Probably January. All that we have
left is the artwork that we have to turn in
by October, which is no problem.
A:One thing I've noticed seeing Built
to Spill live a couple times was that
you're very guitar-heavy,
with long,
drawn-out solos. Which guitarists do you
admire?
M: Brett, from Caustic Resin. As far
as soloing guitar players, Neil Young is
great. He's not very proficient technically, but he's great. J Mascis (Dinosaur Jr.)
is one of my favorite. Jimi Hendrix is my
favorite by far, but I can't say that I really
emulate him.
A:What do you think right now about

'.

toured the country, and they have a manager and a lawyer and they've played all
those seminars and stuff.
A: They've
got everything
but the
contract.
M: Exactly. They could do it at anytime. Kid Corduroy, I could see a label
wanting to sign them. They're a great
band and I think they could sell a lot of
records.
To me, I think major labels are no
good, I think that they should be stayed
away from. It's kind of hypocritical for
me to say that, because I only did it for
the money and since then, I've thought
about it a lot and learned some things,
and I don't know that it was really the
best thing for me to do.
A: How many albums did you sign on
for?
M: Three that they have an obligation
to put out, and they have options on three
more that they can do one at a time, so as
many as six.
A: Do you still have freedom to go out
and do side stuff on K and with other
bands?
M: Halo Benders
are completely
autonomous in the contract.
I can still do other things, but they
have the first right to pick it up. I can put
out a couple singles ayear, or put out
tracks on compilations, but they have to
be true independent
A: So another Built to Spill / Caustic
Resin thing, if it were to happen again,
would be a Warner Brothers release?
M: Exactly.
A: How did that project come about?
Did you write stuff together, or ...
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LINER NOTES

You may
qualify for a

$5,000

Boise Art Museum will open two exhibits
The Boise Art Museum will unveil two new
exhibits on Aug. 31, both of which will run until
Oct. 27.
"Basque Heartland: Photographs by Anne
Rearick" demonstrates an exhibit with strong
local ties. Rearick, a Boston native with family in
Idaho, photographed the Basques of Southwest
France and North Spain in 1990 thanks to a .
Fullbright Scholarship, Her work maintains an
effort to capture the independent spirit of Basque

bonus with
Air Force nursing!
Contact an Air Force health
professions recruiter near you
for more information. Or call

. ' ....S:!llt!l!~\V.h.ichhas e~is,t~~,sinc~ .pr,e.history.
Rearick will attend an artist's talk at 2 p.rn. on
BSU Professor Craig Purdy
Oct. 20.
...
In addition to his teaching responsibilities at
"Fay Jones: A 20 Year Retrospective" highBSU, Purdy also directs the BSU Orchestra,
lights the career of one of the most prolific and
serves as concertmaster of the BSU SummerFest
distinctive artists in the Northwest. Jones' paintOrchestra and participates as a member of th~
ings are typically dreamlike, often humorous portrayals of life, dealing with social interaction and . Boise Philharmonic ..
Tickets are $5 general, $3 seniors and free to
complex relationships. Jones employs a largeall students, faculty and staff, available at the
scale, color-rich sytle full of mysterious and
door.
unpredictable characters.
Also scheduled this fall for the Faculty Artists
The Boise Art Museum is located at 670 S.
Series are recitals by Lynn Berg, baritone, on
Julia Davis Drive. Call 345·8330 for hours and
Sept. 27; Ritchard Maynard, clarinet, on Oct. 25;
admission prices.
and Joseph Baldassarre, guitar and flute, and
Linda Yordy, flute, on Nov. 15. For more information,
call 385-3980.
Parkinson to perform Sept. 6 and 8
Boise State University music professor Del
Parkinson will open BSU's fall Faculty Artists
Series with piano recitals at 7:30 p.m. on Sept. 6,
and at 4 p.m, on Sept. 8 in the Morrison Center
Recital Hall.

1-800-423- USAF .
AIM HIGH

_AlR_~
-IORCE~

Health Professions

'Bad officials are elected by
good citizens
whodo not vote--GeorgeJeanNattlan

Are You
Registered
Yet??

Vocalists invited to join University Singers
The Boise State University Singers invite
interested men and women to join them in
their17th season. The ensemble comprises
singers from the university and community, and
is open to anyone without an audition. The choir
is directed by BSU music professor Gerald
Schroeder.
The University Singers rehearse from 7 to
9:15 p.m. on Tuesdays in the Morrison Center
Room C-125. Sessions began on Aug. 27. Call
Schroeder at 385-3299 for more information.

October 11 is the last day to register for the
November electionsl!

r----------------------,
Show your BSU Student 1.0.
along with this coupon and receive a

~~.

1'",
'.

i~\,

.

~".;!
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Violinist Craig Purdy to perform Sept 13
Boise State University violin professor Craig
Purdy will offer a BSU Faculty Artists Series
recital at 7:30 p.m, on Sept. 13 in the Morrison
Center Recital Hall. Pianists Peggy Purdy and
Del Parkinson will accompany Purdy.
Featured compositions include Beethoven's
"Sonata in G Major, Op.96," Vivaldi's "Sonata
in C Minor" and Bartok's "Rhapsody #2."

,~"

.

,-

~---~

The program, titled "An Invitation to the
Dance," will feature ethnic performances such as
Ginastera's "Three Argentinean Dances" and
Chopin's "Grand Polonaise," and a group of
waltzes, including "La Valse" by Ravel,
"Mephisto Waltz" by Liszt and "Blue Danube
Waltz" by Strauss.
Parkinson will briefly discuss each piece
before performing it.
Tickets are $5 general, $3 seniors and free to
all students, faculty and staff and can be obtained
at the door. For more information, call 385-3980.

. ~~-
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BSU Music Professor Del Parkinson

Free Entree

j""

-

L

BSUMusic Professor Madeleine Hsu

with the Purchase of a second entree of
equal or greater value. Not valid with other
Coupons, Dlscounts,or Promotions.
Offer Expires September 31, 1996

""""'.........

Music professor to sign copies of
her new book

.....

Galaxy Diner

Boise State University piano professor
Madeleine Hsu will sign copies of her recently
published book, Olivier Messiaen, the Musical
Mediator: A Study of the Influence of Liszt,
Debussy and Bartok, at the Student Union
Fireside Lounge from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Sept.
13. Books will be available for purchasing at the
signing for $34.50.
The book, published by Fairleigh Dickinson
University Press, analyzes selected piano compositions of Messiaen and provides a guide for the
interpretation and performance of these pieces. It
also offers background information on

in Boise
500 S. Capitol Blvd.
Boise, Idaho

(208) 343-6191 '
•

I0% Discount
for all Students

and

Employees with BSU 1.•0.
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Alpha Chi Omega house
1612 Chrisway Dr.

S8<?tts,

Call 344-6620 to RSVP

HB'F.···and
,
..

,.'

.

Ol.Jt~()f-

Doors
departments
have staff
writer
openings ..
If inter- '
ested,
stop by
our plush
basement
at
University
Drive and
Michigan
Street or
call 3458204.
Ask for
Kate Bell.
I

'

(yes,we
pay.): .

September 4th @ 7:30pm
September 5th @ 7:30pm
September 6th @ 6:30pm

cnt

Alpha
Still

Omega
What
to do?

clue-less about the
1% Initiative?

r

Well, if you are a college student, it could mean ....
...another

$800

in tuition

pe r se meste r

-Register now!
-Vote in November! I
-And keep your tuition
where it is!!!

...a 25% reduction in BSU's enrollment
...a

16.1 million-dollar

loss

to BSU

Want to Help?
Contact ASBSU at 385-1440

LMN8 -ON CAMPUS
PROVIDES?
A) Convenience
B) In-Room Internet
C) Free Cable TV
D) Lots of Fun & Friends
E) All of the Above
The correct ans""er is (E)
All of the Above. For more
.' - inforlTlstion, call Patti. .
@ 385-398& or visit. Adtnin.

214
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New Beginning is best Chapman yet

Positions Available!

Joelelll
Staff Writer

ASBSU

Remember

Is now accepting applications lor the lollowlng posltlons ...

all those comedy skits on In Living Color that made fun of

Tracy Chapman? In them, she would sit in her ghello apartmenllrying

·A .. oc.... Justlc.
·senator·CoII.g. of Technology

to think

of words for her songs when suddenly a neighbor began beating his wife, or a

·ASBSU Buelnee.

0It1ce A•• 'atant

police shoot-out would ensue under her window, or some other urban tragedy
Requirements
-at least a 2.25 GPA (2.5 lor 011100Assistant
-lull·lee paying student
-rrururnum-set 011100hours

might occur within earshot and she just wrote it down.
Tracy was good enough when she wrote those depressing,

melancholy

songs that made her popular. Now thai she's starting to write optimistically,
she's reached a new height. Other musicians have tried to make this lransition
from tortured spirit to hopefUl sprite unsuccessfully;

On the other hand, Chapman pulls it off in a big way. She remains acutely aware of the wrongs and wocs of the world while balancing society's

ills with a sense that people aren't powerless to change them.

"The whole world's broke and it ain't worth fixing. It's time to start all over, make a new beginning,"
title track,

croons Chapman in the

In "Give Me One Reason" she comes to terms with a dead end relationship. "Cold Feet" chronicles the folly of young man who
mistakes money for happiness. And in "At This Point in my Life" Chapman sings, "If you give me a chance I'll try." Even in sad
eco-oberservations

of "The Rape of the World," where Chapman protests, "Some claim to have crowned her a queen with cities of

concrete and steel/But there is no glory, no honor, in what results from Ihe rape of the world," still includes a call for action that we
should "stand and testify and stop Ihe rape of the world."
The overriding

theme preaches

-vartes by position

Bruce Springsteen just didn't sound as convincing singing about "Lucky Town"

.and "Beller Days" in 1992. Everybody wanted to hear about the mean streets of New Jersey, not Bruce's new-found happiness.

Application Deadline
-September 13,1996
ASBSU also hes many committee posltlona open Including EIs<:t1on
Board, StUdent Prognllll8 Board, Foundation Schotarshlp, and
Rocroatlon Advl80ry
Contact Malt Bolt at 385·3836, or at the SUB, office A·126'or job descrlp·
tlons, committee l151s,and applications.

Get Involved
In.Student Government!!

that bad things happen in the' world, bUI victims are not obliged to remain victims. People,

including Chapman, have the power to break out of abusive patterns and define their own existence. In "Tell It Like Ills," the singer
reveals her desire 10 confront the facts in all their ugliness, but in songs like "I'm Ready" she shows her personal commitment
transcending

Ihe evils in society. "Heaven's

10

Here on Earth" challenges others to do likewise instead of looking for excuses or wait-

ing for the hereafter.
"You can look to the stars in search of the answers/Look

for God and life on distant planets/ ... I've seen and met angels wearing

the disguise of ordinary people leading ordinary lives/Look around, believe in what you see/The kingdom is at hand, the promised
land is at your feetlWe can and will become what we aspire to be/ ... If we have faith in human kind/ ... And an unfaltering belief in
peace and love and understandingffhis

could be heaven on earth,"

If only our politicians could have that much vision-thing.
Oh yeah, I almost forgot to praise the music writlng, which features richer instrumentation
her previous efforts. But Chapman's

and more changes in direction than

music and lyrics are so inexlricably linked, it's impossible to discuss one without implying the

other.
And the judges say: a perfect 101

Are you Caring,
Creative, Energetic???
Do You Love Kids???
In-home Childcare Opportunities
PTIFI', Live-In/Live-Out, Temporary
. We will work to match your schedule.
For more Information call

Booth and th.eBad Angel make

388-0552

heavenly noise

There's NoPlace Like

511h Jaqullh

""";~

l"~$

Staff Writer
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Get comfortable.

,1.~

Put the headphones on. Push "Play". Close

'.'.~:.

youreyes,
Now, drift off with Booth and the Bad Angel,and
opening

track "I Believe."

their

The relaxed tempo of the groove,

along with Angelo Badalamenti's

keyboards, create a soothing-

Iy colorful wall of sound, while the distorted melody of the guita~ gives the music a tasteful edge.
Then, if you please, enter the lyrical world of Tim Booth,
vocalist for the band James. His voice compliments

the music as

the two join together in a testimony to the power of hope and dreams. The high quality of production on this CD is immediately evldent. "I Believe" sets the stage for the colorful arrangements,

fat grooves, and expressive lyrics found on this recording.

Booth and the Bad Angel is the result of the collaboration
works, Badalamenti

between Angelo Badalamenti

anll Tim Booth, Among his musical

has scored the movie Blue Velvet and the TV series Twin Peaks. The voice of Booth and the Bad Angel is that

of Tim Booth, vocalist from the band James, known for songs like "Born of Frustration" and "Laid." Booth heard the album Floating
in the Night by Julie Cruise, for which Badalamenti

contributed the music, and became a fan. Producers of a show Booth attended

asked him who he would most like to work with. lie replied, "Angelo Badalamenti."
After the two met and decided to work together, the collaboration

began with Booth leaving his poetry on Badalarnenti's

answer-

ing machine for him 10 work with and put music to. In New York during the summer of 1994, Ihe partnership really took off with a
six-day improvisational

period during which most of the material for Booth and the Bad Angel was recorded.

The music on this CD is strong and could probably stand on its own. The best way to describe it would be to say that It has a
floating quality. As a mailer of fact, a Iperson might feel 20 pounds lighter while listening. It would be easy to describe the music as
mellow, but mellow usually falls under the "no worries, bro" category; but, a good deal of the music conveys an eerie searching
sound that communicates
bass est;blish

a sense of wonder. The musical arrangements

for Ihe majority of the songs work like this: the drums and

fat, rock-solid grooves; the guitar offers edge and melodic effect; in the background,

the cracks with his palette ofmusical

Badalamenti's

keyboards fill in

colors which, more often than not, appear in the darker shade; and a smidgen of acoustic guitar

washes beautifully over the keyboards. All of this creates a satisfyingly sora wall of sound; there may be some subtle musical resemblance to Pink Floyd. In short, Ihe music is totally original and worth listening to. Fans of wave·form gymnastics, unique sounds, and
musical elfects will also find contentment.
If you appreciate creatively expressive

Wear headphones!
lyrics, you'll enjoy Booth's words. The song "Life Gets Beller" is my favorite lyrically,

with the song's protagonist arguing that life gets "beller," while the antagonist says, no, il gets "biller." The dark and domiant themes
of the lyrics, along with Booth's melodies, fit perfectly with Badalamenti's

music.

The facl thaI most orthe CD was recorded in six days did not surprise me Rtall.1l has that feel, a natural quality in which nothing
Ihat sounds forced or out of place. The whole work flows as effortlessly as a rolling river.

Pre9"~"t?
and need help•••

FREE

Pregnancy test

BIRTHRIGHT
342-1898
All help is confidential and free

1-800-550-4900 .
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22 HOOTENANNY---------...;..------------really good, but it was kind of pIe in that band. They're all
rushed. Sometimes that's how it totally cool people and they all
goes.
have good ideas and they're
A:What's the status right now-really
great to play with.
with Halo Benders?
A: Is Calvin as much of a
M: I consider it a real band.
freak in person as he is onCalvin was here a few months
stage?
ago and stayed for a few days
M: No, not at all. (laughs)
and we jammed and wrote a few He's like a hero to me. He's
songs, and that's something I very righteous. Not self-rightwant to keep doing forever, real- eous,but
he lives by what he
Iy.
believes.
He's put a -lot of
A: Is it like a slde job from thought into it and" he stands by
Built to Spill or is it more? Is it it. He's funny and I really get
equally fulfilling?
along with him.
M: Definitely.
In a lot of
You know, he's strange and
ways more so. Built to Spill has different with his idiosyncrasies,
always mostly been me doing
b~tth~se things mean nothing to
stuff. This is more collaborative,
me. Socially, I don't know. To
which is completely satisfying,
me, social skills are beside the
especially working with the peo- point, almost a waste of time.

HOOTENANNY
conlinu.ed from poge 18

M: Well, it was actually
when Brett, Andy and I stopped
playing and I was asked to do a
track for the Red Hot +
Bothered
compilation,
and I
didn't have anyone to play with,
so I asked them if they wanted
to get involved. So we recorded
the song, and then we wrote a
few more and thought about
releasing a single, but then the
songs all ended up being really
long and we made an EP out of
it. I think it could have been
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Computers & Accessories
• Software
• School Supplies
; .
• Printers, Fax Machines, Calculat()r~'
and Other Business Machines
• Furniture
Plus, check out the in-store
Business Center for all your
printing and copying needs
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Atlackson
•
remains
independent in
Idaho
Robert Barish
Staff writer
Theater
Arts Professor
Phil
Atlackson has left a mark on the
film scene with his movieNot This
Part of the World. One of the major
concerns of the film is culture, and
Boise's -asi;umcirlack '
of it.
To that end, he
plays the role of flag
bearer
for Idaho's
independent
arts
scene. It is a struggle, .
as
many
people
assume Boise is a dry,
sterile,
culturedeprived city.
"I don't think there
is a vasl amount of
culture anywhere in
our society," counters i'
Atlackson. "Whcn I'm
in places like New
York or L.A., I think
to myself 'Boy, there
is nothing to do in this
city.' I feel that the
arts really do suffer in
our society."
Born in St. Joseph,
Mo. 41 years ago, Atlackson was
raised in a house where religion
formed an important part of his
everyday life. After spending his
adolescent years in the Midwest, he
decided to branch out and head to
the University of Washington for
undergraduate studies. The time he
spent in Seattle inspired a love for
the Pacific Northwest that would
bring him back eight years later. During that period, Atlackson traversed the country to attend State
University
of New York at
Brighthampton for graduate studies.
After graduating SUNY, he lived
"everywhere."
Before moving to
Boise 11 years ago, he resided in
Oklahoma. Then he accepted a position in the BSU Theater
Arts
Department and was exited about
the opportunities Boise had to offer.
"To me, Boise is entirely livable," says Atlackson. "It has everything I want in a place to live. I
mean, I can get to pretty much
everything on my mountain bike."
His years in Boise have seen him
create his greatest achievement.
What began as a play in 1993
became an undertaking that nearly
swept Atlackson away.
Not This Part of the World was
written well before Atlackson entertained the notion of making a film.
At the time the play was running in
New
Brunswick,
N.J.,
with
Downhouse Productions, he thought
the project had seen its peak. But he
was not "settled with it as Ii play.

Something was missing," he
says.
Then
inspiration
moved him to convert the
play into a film.
"We closed the play, but
I felt like I still wasn't quite
there with it. I was kinda
itching with the idea that it
wasn't finding itself the 'Xay
I wanted
it to. Then I
thought of film. Maybe it is
an interesting and strange
idea to have these different
vignettes about contemporary communication
and
how it can break down.
Now," he says with a self-

mocking chuckle, "I'm still
not sure that's the greatest 01
ideas, but it was certainly
interesting to me."
The film was shot over
summer of '94 on a $60,000
budget.
Not only was
Atlackson responsible
for
writing the script, editing,
and directing the film, but
he appointed himself as producer as well.
In a word, the responsibility was "massive," says
Atlackson. "Film is theater
production times one hundred. It's just unbelievable,
all of the issues that need to
be addressed.
Plus; it is
sheer and total madness to
be producer and director
because
you're
batlli ng
yourself. You can't produce
and direct, I'm convinced 01
it," says Atlackson.
"But the whole thing was
a learning experience. The
whole point of this project
for me was, hey, I can't
afford to go to film school. I
would rather make a film
anyway
and spend less
money and learn more,"
says Atkinson.
Not This Part of the
World deals with people.
There arc no explosions and
no one is killed. The film is
reminiscent
in style to
Richard Linklater's movie
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Slacker.
Rather than employ the lat-

almost

est camera

sync and the volume

-:- -editing,

angles

and rough

AtJackson

shares

of a community

cut

the story

In the film, "Boise

is

a metaphor

for a place

Is

here. The film and my

take on it is 'Look
- there

that

People think that there is

not much

again.'

is something

I think

really

In using

an entirely

local cast,
Adam

strove to establish

'Boise;

the

film

ittllick'son

first

appointed

there

either positive

Virtually
he

ran

wits slightly

reviews,

were

so

received

Fox, who criticized

in mind

now,

knowledge,
and profanity
cating

the

Avante-Garde

Anne

Festival,

Keep

his

movie

the premiere

to the

plans

to

Sundance

independent

film

festival in the U.S.
Atlackson

maintains

an upbeat attitude.

"We have a chance to do something.

That's

what

living

I think

here. There

Is. interesting

about

is a live ness to culture,

not a

deadness."

mill

Board

research

of

funds
I was

that

is something

HOOTENANNY
continued from page 19

continues,"AII

feelings

It

philosophy of music and how

ences influenced him. The book is distributed

people

I just think
wrong

Messiaen's

religious, literary, visual and musical experi-

here.

in the United Slates, Canada and England.
Messiaen 's compositions
dedicated

10

include a piece

the American West, "From the

People don't talk about film intelli-

Canyons

gently, they will opt instead to give

came from scenes in Bryce Canyon and Zion

voice

to criticism

how degrading
As

n

feels
"It's
aspect

we did

was

lime.
that

if we could

independent

national parks in Utah. Hsu considers

of East and West in his music.

of the

hard

of this project
to sec

the Stars." The artistic inspiration

Bartok and Stravinsky, he fused the influences

Idaho's

community,
1I

10

Messiaen a musical mediator because, like

unsure

been

Another
launch

for

filmmaking

Atlackson
future.

and talk about

the IiIm is."

mentor

expanding

filmmaking

in

IIsu began her own performing career at
age 13 at a Beethoven festival in Vichy,
France. Since then, she has appeared in
recitals and as a soloist with orchestras in
France, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, Belgium,
Poland, Hungary, Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay,

this state.
• "In this summer

alone,

have been three projects

there

that come

Africa, the Uniled States and Canada. She
received her Artist Diploma from the Warsaw

right up to the start date and then

Conservatory

collapsed.

master's degrees from the Jullliard School and

within

We're

talking

hours of starting,

ing fell through,

about
the fund-

the bottom

fell

Atlackson's

concern
Boise

in Poland, her bachelor's and

her Ph.D. from New York University.
In addition

10

her teaching and research

work, Hsu is responsible for having brought

out. Ii's a real issue now."
as he wants

is genuine,

and the rest of

12talenled foreign piano students to study
music at BSU since 1993.

Idaho to make a name for itself in
the film industry.

The attention

Not

a dim spotlight

on
took

to students ages 7to 19, will take place once a

Film

week until Nov. 22, culminating with a recital.

This past May, Atlackson
his work
Festival.

to the Long

Island

It was not the first festival

Atlackson

attended,

but it was one

- of the most slgniflcant in his cineThe obstacles
overcome
payoff

Atlackson

were

immense,

New York without
processing
thing

had to
but the

was worth it. He arrived

still In Seattle.

Classes are ta,ught by trained professionals
at three levels-hcginning,

the film-it

When he called

in
was
Ihe ,

lab to make sure every-

was OK, he found

out that

intermediale and

advanced. Areas covered in the classes will
include pantomime.jieutral

matic career.

c

Youth will conduct a to-week session of
classes beginning Sept. 14. The classes, open

Idaho.

s

Registration opens tor theater workshops
The Drama School of Idaho Theater for

This Part of the World hasreceived
has maintained

• Library
with
quiet
study
areas
•. Roo rn s a v a i lu b I e for s Ina II g r 0 ups
• Scripture
studies

festivals .. and 'has recclvedlnvita-

was nudity

and threatening.

there

his

•
•
•
•

to it in a way that is more

serious

to place

resubmit

to say with this film was,
my

will continue

from

of my

25

Academic

Atlackson

Social

to my

Sept.

win any-

He also

'You wanna come out and play?'
hurts

I would

tions from the San Franciseo

like this."

Atlackson

respond

1

did not think

in Portland.

sec the

State

withhold

from projects
trying

"1

in it. She was advo-

that

Education

surprise.
ceremony.

Festival

to society.

there

much to Atlackson's

even go to the awards

actually

the AdmlntstratlonBuildinq)

Sunday
Mass
- 7:00p.m.
Tuesday
Mass - 9:00p.m.
Rosary
Monday
- Thursday
- II :55a.m.
Communion
Service
Monday
- Thursday
- 12:IOp.rn.
Reconciliation
by appointment
Retreat/Search
Oct.25
- 27 in McCall
Rite
of Christian
Initiation
of Adults
(RCIA)Starting

response

to the best

heard

a director,
didn't

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

and the Northwest

referred

she didn't

but only

I

more than that. The

few

his use of state

film as degrading

He accomplished

from

Drive·

Spiritual

and simple,

was going crazy just to get a good screening."

work-in

to fund a movie con-

woman

Plain

dis-

taining nudity and profanity.
"This

lems with the audio.

it and

I had prob-

Film Festival

of Schools

grant money

with projecting

the right aspect angle,

(Across

CENTER

St. Paul's is forYOU. Take advantage of Spiritual,
Academic, and Social resources:

Christian

was

SuperIntendent

in

or negative.

the only public

f .

was too low on the

'reel. And that was just the

"I had problems
gelling

STUDENT

1915 University

The

thing:"

a homey feci from the outset.
When

second

had gone wrong.

of the film were out of

film won first place for best first feature by

the former Batman

West, Atlackson

entire

interest-

ing here ... potentially."
including

10 minutes

ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC

beginning.

in a straightfor-

ward manner.
nowhere.

everything

final
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mask, stage com-

bat, scene work and play development.
For students in grades 8 through 12, ITY is
offering three additional classes in corii~mporary scene study, improvisation and musical
theater.
Tuition for the classes ranges from $100 to
$150. For morc information, call 345-0600.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Game

8 • welcoming
Barbeque
following
Sunday
7p.m.
mass
14 - Bronco
football!
Meet at the Center
at 6p.m.
21 - 8p.m.
food,
fun, & friends
Parking
Lot Dance~~
room,
exercise
room
for your
e nj o ym c n t
\~."

..............••...•.•.•..•...•...•••••..•.......•••....
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Come by and see what's going 01'11
Or call 343-2128.
Or check out our web page at hUp://www.idbsu.edu/spcsg/index.hem
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Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits .,
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
:
No

Name

CREDIT.

10 JOB. 10

PAREIIT-SIGIER.

taa~

No SECURITY DEpOSIT!'

~.l.

. •

1\vYoU C aQUMalifywT~dRelceive
D

(3t7:

~ o r eTh ost ley Used.
Credit Cards' In The World Today!

~

a:

Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

The
Arbiter's
Sports,
HBF, and
Out-OfDoors
departrnents
have staff
writer
openings.
If interested, stop by
our plush'
basement
at
University
Drive and
Michigan
Street or
call 3458204. Ask
for Kate
Bell. (Yes,
we pay.)

I

.

P.o. Box 2206'15
HOLlYVOOD. FL

want CEedit CaJ:dfJilWldiate1Y·,

I

no credit- bad credit · no income?:

•

STUDE.... CREDIT SERVICES'

~.

.

33022

.

aUARANTIEDI

Addms
City

Zip

S!IIe

Pbooc(

Si~
I

After eight
months of
cafeteria food,
. all-nighters,

BofA'S
. SPRING BREAK '
SWEEPSTAKES
Think Spring Break. Bank of America
is. In fact, they want to send you and

three friends on a Spring Break
getaway with Alaska Airlines.
Or give you other cool prizes like
a Spedalized'mountaln bike, a
Pentium' computer, even $1000
towards your tuition.

GET A GREAT .
CHECKING ACCOUNT
& ENT.ER TO WIN

cram~d dorms,
. and that
annoying person
down thehaJ J,
you1Jbe ready
for this.'
Really read~

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME
processing
mail for
national companyl Free
supplies, postage I No
selling I Bonusesl Start
immediately I Genuine
opportunityl RushSA5.E.:

v

M C, SUITE 174
1861 N.FEDERAL HNY
HOLLYWOOD,FL

33020

FREE FEDERAL MONEY.
FOR STUDENTS
GovooYnent gant rroney you never
have to pay back. tJniIed SUpply. For

details send $50.00 to: WiDJam Rythe
- 4125 Keely Rd·McL.eansvile,

NC 273)1

!!!
u~"

Open any BofA personal checking
account and you'll be automatically
entered to win. You'll get your first
order of checks free, too. Also
available: low cost Versatel'Checkng, .
student loans, credit cards, and more.*
Sign up today at any local branch or
call 1·800·442·5002. (TIYffDD
users dial 1·800·232·6299.)

Capitol Branch· 280 S. Capitol ·387·2001
12th & Main Branch ·1200 Main St.· 387·2080
r-alrvlew & Mllchell Branch, 9780 W. Fairview Ave. ·377-5000
Towne Square Branch, 421 N. Cole Rd.· 323·8700

m

Bank of America

NoPI/fCI"~Sl! fICCCS.'i<1fySwr.'CfJSt.1Ke$ begins AUOIiM 10,1996 Md CIIds OCtober 24.1996. see official rules (Jvr1Ilable .11any
p..1rtlC1p..lf/f1gbranch) for rItH.lIL'i VOKf wtlCrc proIubltcd. 'SflX1cJflt Jo.1/15 mid aedl1 carris SlJlJjt'Ct /0 CtL'C1if .1/'1XovaJ. !dr-moor FDIC
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Broncos
ride into
the Big

1996 BSU FOOTBALL
,Aug.31
Central Michigan
Sept. 7
Portland State
Sept. 14 Eastern Washington
Sept. 21 at Hawaii
Sept. 28 Northwestern State
Oct. 5
at Arizona State
Oct. 12
*at Nevada
Oct. 19
*Utah State
Oct. 26
BYE
Nov. 2
at FresnoState
Nov. 9
*North Texas
'Nov. 16
*at New Mexico State
Nov. 23
*Idaho

West
by Amy Butler
It's another
semester
and
Head (oach Pokey
another Football season! With
interim Head Coach Tom Mason at
the helm, the BSU football team will sail ihto uncharted
territories this season. A new season, a new coach, and a
new division.
Tom Mason replaced Head Coach Pokey Allen, who
took medical leave on Aug. 6. Allen has rhabdomyosarcoma, a rare form of cancer. He underwent surgery to
remove several tumors on Aug. 15 in Seattle. Although
the surgeons could not remove all of the cancer in his
chest, Allen is reported to be in stablecondilion
and
doing well. He will seek additional therapy in the U.S.,
Canada, or Mexico.
"All I can do is to tell the team to play hard," said
Allen at a press conference at St. Alphonsus Regional
Medical Center.
And playing hard is what the Broncos will need to
do. Moving up from Division I-AA to Division I-A this
season will create a challenge for BSU's
football team. Transferring
to the Big
West Conference
puts BSU alongside
tougher colleges. Patience will be needed by both the team and the fans.
This change will increase BSU's revenue and status, but may create a worse
seasonal record. It's a small price to
pay, however, for the investment in the
team's future. A tougher schedule produces a tougher team. The abundance of
freshmen
players will help build a
strong base for the years ahead.
The Broncos have been plagued by
several preseason injuries. Tony Hilde,
senior quarterback, was injured with a
shin bruise last week. However,
he
played in the preseason scrimmage last
Friday and I~oked strong. His throws
were acurate and he did not appear in any pain. Hilde
will likely play in the game this weekend.
If not, two freshmen, Bryan Harsin and Erik Davis,
have been battling it out for the back-up quarterback
position. Both players are playing well and the call for
the No.2 position will be a close one.
Otners injured in the e!eseason include: wide receiver
Andre Horace, healing broken ribs; defensive end Shane
McKenna, out with hernia problems; starting tight end
Jim Brekke, healing a recurring hamstring problems;
and fullback Eron Hurley, still recovering from knee
surgery. Freshman defensive back Derek Zimmerman is
out for the season due to aneek injury.
AII-in-all the BSU football team looks intense in preseason practice. The defense,in
particular, appears
revved up and out for blood.

Allen

Interim Head (oach Tom Mason

Senior defensive tackle Sione Fifita along with Chris
Wing, senior defensive end, and Jeremy Haenel', senior
linebacker, have been pumping up. the defense. Extra
laps, extra push-ups and a lot of extra sweat for the
defense is Tom Mason's strategy to keep his offense
players from being pummeled in practice:
The offense appeared off to a slow start, but senior
wide receivers Ryan Ikebe and Greg Thomas both
appear prepared to put their all into their senior year.
Other offensive players standing out in Friday's
scrimmage, to name a few, are wide receivers Tony
Mamaril, and Mike Davisson, halfbacks Nicko Tatum
and Reggie Ethridge, and punter Todd Belcastro.
The Broncos are ready for Central Michigan this
weekend. "We're a little tired of beating each other up,"
said Mason. "We're ready to play someone else."

7:05 p.rn,
7:05 p.rn.
7:05 p.m.
11:05 p.m.:
7:05 p.rn,
8 p.m,
2:05 p.m.
7:05 p.rn.

6 p.m.
1:05 p.m,
1:30 p.m.
1:05 p.m.

"Big West Conference Games
All Times Mountain
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Sign-ups

for flag football,

sand volleyball,

softball

and tennis begin today.
Flag

football

women's

will

division.

Recreation

include

Games

both

a men's

and a

will kick off at the BSU

Field at scheduled

times between

to 6:30 p.m, Sundays through Thursdays.

3:30 p.m.

Fees cost $20

per team and the number of teams will be limited to 24.
Sand volleyball

will be offered

for 4-player,

co-ed

teams. Games will be played at the sand-volleyball
courts.

Matches

will run from 5. to 8 p.m, Mondays

through Thursdays

starting Sept. 9. Teams will be limit-

cd to 16 players. There is a $10 fee per team.
Intramural

Quarterback Tony Hilde

orbiter file photo

Co-ed

softball

is offered

fall semester

with games times from 2 p.rn. to 6 p.m.Saturdays

start-

ing Sept.

7. Softball

BSU

Recreation

Field and teams will be limited to eight.

All team sports

will

are guaranteed

games and a single-elimination
Intramural

Divisions

at the

three

preliminary

tournament.

tennis will host a singles

a.m. on Saturday,
Courts.

be played

tournament

Sept. 7, at the BSU Outdoor
will be offered

women and competition

at 9

Tennis

for both men and

will be limited

to the first 16

players. There is no fee for tennis.
Sign-ups

for flag football,

sand volleyball,

softball,

and tennis will closed at 5 p.rn. on Sept. 4. To sign up
or ask

questions,

Pavilion

Room

stop

by the

Intramural

1510, or call 385-1131.

office,
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The first home tournament is scheduled for. Sept. 5-7.
BSU will host Gonzaga, Oregon State, Sam Houston
State and Idaho State.
.
.
"We hope for a lot of student support durmg this tour-~--·-nament;'-'- saideoaeh Bailey.---- .. --'.

Darlene Bailey begins her 18th season as head volleyball coach at Boise State this year. Every year she
recruits new freshmen players. This year the numbers
are high.
Eiglit of the eleven players on this year's team are
underclassmen; five are frosh. Inexperience may, at
first, undermine the team's strength. But with patience,
the netters will progress to become a stronger, more
cohesive unit.
As with all the BSU sports, the popular question is:
"How do teams feel about the change from Division 1-

PHOTO

BY JOHN

TONE

AA to Division I-A?" The volleyball players seem excitmota
ed, a bit intimidated, but optimistic and eager.
The Big West Conference holds bigger colleges that
will be more competitive. This first seaon will be tough
as the players enter unfamiliar territory.
But a challenge makes one stronger.
ThisJear's
young roster does present the opportunity
to buil a better team. Time and devotion will help
establish the status in the Big West the Lady Broncos
Aug. 30-31- at University of Utah Tornament .All Day
team desires.
.
Cyndi Neece, senior outside hitter, looks forward to
the season. "I am very optimistic about this year's
Sept. 5-7
BSU Holiday Inn Classic
All Day
team," Neece said. "I thmk we'll be quite competitive in
(Gonzaga, Oregon State, Sam
the Big West Conference."
Houston State, Idaho State)
As with all team sports, the newcomers will look to
the returning players for guidance. Along with Neece,
team captains Brandy Mamizuka, sophomore setter, and
Sept. 5
Idaho State
7 p.m.
Lisa Huggins, junior defensive specialist/setter, will
take on leadership roles.
Other returning players are sophomore outside hitter
Sept. 6
Sam Houston State
3 p.m.
Robin Phipps, junior rightside hitter Julie Kaulius and
sophomore outside hitter Becky Chilton.
.
Sept. 6
Gonzaga
7:30 p.m.
Senior Middleblocker Amber Woodcock is recovering
from a preseason back injury and it is still questionable .
if she will return for the season.
Sept. 7
Oregon State
1 p.m.
The Broncos finished 4th in the Big Sky last year. The
1996 Big West preseason polls listed them 8th. Long
Beach State is ranked 1st and our rival, Idaho, is rated
Sept. 13-14 at Kansas State Tournament
All Day
4th. It will be exciting to see how BSU ends the year .'.
(Kansas
State,
South
Carolina,
But before the Broncos can worry about the season at
Eastern Michigan, Missourihand, they must battle three preseason tournaments, two
on.the road, and one at home.
Kansas City)
The Utah Tournament this weekend and the Kansas
State Tournament on Sept. 13-14 might be daunting as
the Broncos face tough teams and long travels.
BY JOliN

TONE

1996 BSUPreseason Volleyball Schedule
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Predictions for the 1996 college
football season
by Robert Barish
We are at the time of the year when
the weather
starts to cool off, the
kiddies go back to the classroom and
the word "pigskin"
can be heard
more frequently.
For people like myself, who weigh
no more than a buck sixty-five
10.
loose change,
football
season is a
time to enjoy like no other: the great
passes,
the unbelievable
over-theshoulder catches, the long touchdown
runs and, of course, the bone-jarring
hits by the defense sacking the quarterback. So, without wast 109 a timeout, let's get to some predictions
for
the upcomlOg college season.
.
Fir s t , I'll take a look at the
Western Athletic
Conference.
With
16 teams split into the Mountain
Division
and the Pacific Division,
each divisional winner will play for
the conference championship.
In the Mountain
Division,
our
two neighbors
to the south stand
out as contenders
for the crown.
The race will be between Utah and
BYU. My prediction
is BYU over
Uta h. Th e y h a v e 1 4 ret urn i n g
starters,
quarterback
Steve
Sarkisian,
and vengeance
on their
mind. Utah has beaten
their state
rival for the past three years. BYU's
coach Lavell Edwards will have his
troops ready and his seniors looking
for some redemption.
In the Pacific Division, four quality teams could be on top at the end of
the year: Colorado
State University,
Wyoming,
San Diego State, and the
Au
Force
Academy.
Two-time
defending WAC champions CSU will
suffer due to the stellar
defensive
players they lost in the draft. These
losses may signal too much for thedetermined
Rams to overcome.
Wyoming could create quite a stir
this season. Led by quarterback
Josh
Wallwork and all-world wide receiver Marcus
Harris,
the Cowboy'5
offensive
will be explosive.
Their
shortcoming
may be their defense
due to young and inexperienced
players.
Air Force's
chance
at the crownlies with Beau Morgan. As returning
quarterback,
Morgan
is gritty ana
tough. Among all previous Air Force
quarterbacks,
he IS second only to

Dee Dowis. However, with the loss
of Jake
Campbell
and
LeRon
Hudgins, the upcoming schedule will
be tough. One cannot overlook
the
incredible coaching ability of Fisher
DeBerry, who is, in my' opinion, one
of the top five coaches in America.
My pick
to win
the Pacific
Div is io n is the San Diego
State
Aztecs, who- went 8-4 last year and
now return with their main offensive
weapons. Heisman Trophy candidate
running
back George
Jones
will
return after serving a one-game suspension,
quarterback
Billy Blanton
will be back under center, and wide
receivers
Will
Blackwell
and
Az
Hakim
will

A&M and the University
of Texas.
My pick will be the U of T. With the
talents of coach John Mackovic and
14 returning players, they're sure to
play Nebraska for the championship.
My choice
for the final Big 12
championship
is the Big Red. With
Nebraska's
overwhelming
team,
Texas will have a hard time containing them.
Now- for a look at the Pac 10 conference. Surprising
as it may seem, I
favor Arizona State to win the title
and represent
the conference
in the
Rose Bowl. The Sun Devils include
20 returning
players and host seven
home games this season. With quarterback Jake "The Snake" Plummer,
wide receiver
Keith
Poole,
and
Mitchell
"Fright
Night"
Freedman
at free safety, ASU
has
the
components
to
become the Northwestern
of college
football
this
season.
For all the home town
folks, here comes the
Big West Conference.
Boise
State
might
have a tough go of it
this year as they sail
their maiden voyage
into
the world
of
Di~ision
I-A college
football.
Not only IS
the leap to the big colleges tough, it is even
tougher to lose a head
coach. Although
I wish
the Broncos
the best of
luck, my pick to win the
Big West th is year is the
Idaho Vandals.
The Vandals
1in e
feature six returning
defensive
starters
on a team with a 6-5
up outSIde. The
record
last year. UCLA transfer
defense
will
quarterback
Ryan Fien will also pro.also hold its own after leading the vide U of I with a great opportunity
U.S. with 26 interceptions
last year. I to win the Big West Conference.
feel the Aztecs will take the Pacific
With my conference
champions
Division and, in the end, the whole
declared,
I will end by. forecasting
WAC conference title.
the winner of the Heisman Award ana
Now in the Big 12, formerly called
the National
Championship.
For a
the Big 8, there are also two diviteam that went 9-3 last year and has
sions: the North and the South. The 15 returning
starters,
Syracuse
will
North holds the two-time
national
sweep up at the end of the year. As
champion,
the
Nebraska
well, their quarterback
Donovan
Cornhuskers.
They have tremendous
McNabb
will
nab the Heisman
talent, and a manageable
schedule.
Award.
It will be a happy
day at
They host Colorado in the last game Syracuse
if my predictions
come
of the year, certainly the highlighting
true.
.
game. The road tests are gOlOg to Happy pigskin season!
take place at Arizona State and possibly Kansas.
In the Southern Division,
it looks
to be a two-team race between Texas
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Your·U NREAL· Horrorscope
Mark David Holladay

cultures believe a photograph of a
person is actually part of their soul,
Each week this semester [hope
butI'd worry more about your
to enlighten and enliven your life
laundry if I were you,
by revealing your horoscope. Other
Scorpio: (Oct. 24--Nov. 21) Make
astrologers may sugarcoat their
sure you read the Nutrition Facts
rendition of the stars and planets,
lab.~lgI1'eyerything you consume .
but I never will. They may be .. ·t.hi~week. '
vague, pretentious, or relay only
···?saglttar~~~:(N8Y:'22~DeC. 21)
the good things they have to say in Your ~~g~.ra.ld~~p'eliefin horotheir ttnterpretations"b~trWiiJ·:·.'.~~()P~.~.H~~R~.me~ob:~~eveyou ,.'
always give you the diietttruth.."encou·ntertr()ublerr!~
intimate"
Please trust me that when-your ·,(lpparel.i\.~ew job ~e6uld bringv"

Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) Say
"zodiac" five times real fast: zodiaczodiaczodiaczodiaczodiac. Now say
it five times real slow: zo-di-ac, zodi-ac, zo-di-ac, zo-di-ac, zo-di-ac.
Kind of funny, isn't it?
Taurus: (Apt. 20""':'May20) The
1 Percent Initiative should not be
the amount of effort you put into
school this semester. Buckle down
and study hard.
_
G~m.ini: (May 21-June 21)
Travel to a distant waterfall this
life's gonna suck, ['11be.:5ure to tell.)'?t1~ours6f
fun././.
•...•.•...
...•...
.....•.
,.•••••.. week for an important future
event. you..
.
..
. "'Capricorn:
(Dec.2'z.I¥.19)'
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) You
I'd like to stress that this is for
Your present employee-employer
meet a really cute person this
.entertainment purposes only and
conflict is probably due to your .
should not be used for life deciparents' combining your birthday '.. week!!! (Actually the stars didn't
have anything to say about you
sions such as career, family or
. and Christmas presents.
cable TV viewing.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb.I8) The this week, but I thought I'd give
word "orientation" has many mean- you something to mull over until
ings. Make sure you use the right
they do.)
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Your
one in the right situation.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) Make
life's gonna suck, and just because
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
sure your insurance policy is up to
you are the first sign in line this
Although it may be as fun as
date before even attempting
week don't think that 'you're "all
firearms,
staple
guns
should
not
be
Naked-erisco©- Twister" this
that!"
used for home defense.
weekend.
Libra: (Sept. 23-0ct. 23) Some
Staff Rhapsod

The Arbiter's Sports,
HBF, and Out-OfDoors departments

r·'~

:I
tl;.~~~f~~~~!"'Yrit~rop.en:
ing~i}lfil)lt~rested, .

"Laughter rocks
the House "

I

st()p:;~.by;our.plush
.basement at
Uqi~erSi!¥[Drivaand
Micnigari' Street or call
345-8204. Ask for
Kate Bell. (yes, we
pay.) -
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Tickets and Festival info 336-9221

I

- Merry Wives otWindsor - Aug. 3. -The 'Iempest - Sept.I,
- Twelf'tb Nigbt-Aug: 28-29. SepL12-14 & 19-21.
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WEDNESDAY, DATE THE ARBITER

-

The

aren
'.,

,>

BSU student
organizations can
fax their calendar
listings to 3853198. Please
include the title of
the event, its
sponsor or club,
the time, date and
location of the
event, anda
phone number to
call for more
infonnation. The
deadline torlistings is at 5 p.m.
Wednesdays, one
week prior to
desired publication date.
Wednesday,
Aug. 28
ROSARYat St. Paul's
Catholic Student
Center, 11:55 a.m.,
1915 University
Drive (across from
the Administration
Building), 343-2128.
COMMUNIONSERVICEat St. Paul's
Catholic Student
Center, 12:10 p.m.,
1915 University
Drive (across from
the Administration
Building), 343-2128.'

Thursday,
Aug. 29

..

'

..-~,

. Saturday,
...
Aug. 31

ROSARYat St. Paul's .
Catholic Student
Center, 11:55 a.m.,
1915 University
.'
Drive (across from
the Administration
Building), 343-2128.
COMMUNION
SER.
VICEat St. Paul's
Catholic Student
Center, 12:10 p.m.,
1915 University
Drive (across from
the Administration
'Building), 343-2128.
NEILSIMON'SCOMEDY,"LAUGHTER
ON
THE23RDFLOOR,"
presented by Stage
Coach Theatre, 7:30
p.m., 2000 Kootenai
St., call 342-2000 for
reservations, $5.
(This play contains
adult language).
Friday,
Aug. 30
NEILSIMON'SCOMEDY,"LAUGHTER
ON
THE23RDFLOOR,"
presented by Stage
Coach Theatre, 8:15
p.m., 2000 Kootenai
St., call 342:.2000 for
reservations, $7.50.
(This play contains
ad tilt language).

Building),343-2128.

Catholic Student
Center, 12:10 ~p.m., .
1915 University
Drive (across from
the Administration
Building),343-2128.
,.

Tuesday,
NEILSIMON'SCOME- Sept. 3
DY,"LAUGHTER
ON
ROSARYat St. Paul's
THE23RDFLOOR,"
Catholic Student
presented by Stage
Center,
11:55 a.m.,
Coach Theatre, 7:30
. ..
.~
1915 University
p.m., 2000 Kootenai
St., call 342-2000 for Drive (across from
the Administration
reservations, $7.50.
Building),343-2128.
(This play contains
adult language).
COMMUNIONSERVICEat St. Paul's
Sunday,
Catholic Student
Sept. 1
Center, 12:10 p.m.,
SUNDAYMASSat St. 1915 University
Drive (across from
Paul's Catholic
the Administration
Student Center, 7
Building), 343-2128.
p.m., 1915
University Drive
TUESDAYMASSat
(across from the
St. Paul's Catholic
Administration
Building), 343-2128. Student Center, 9
p.m., 1915
University Drive
Monday,
(across from the
Sept. 2
Administration
Building),343-2128.
ROSARYat St. Paul's
Catholic Student
Center, 11:55 a.m.,
Wednesday,
Sept. 4
1915 University
Drive (across from
the Administration
ROSARYat St. Paul's
Building),343-2128.
Catholic Student
Center, 11:55 a.m.,
COMMUNIONSER1915 University
VICEat St. Paul's
Drive (across from
Catholic Student
the Administration
Center, 12:10 p.m.,
Building), 343-2128.
1915 University
Drive (across from
COMMUNIONSERthe Administration
VICEat St. Paul's
'.

,.

This weekly calendar lists arts and
en tertainmen t
venues, community
events, public meetings and support
groups, and BSU student organization
meetings and events.
Listings are free to
BSU student organizations. To find out
how your business
or non-proiit group
can be included in
the calendar, contact
Matt Pottenger or
, Sean Murphy at
345-8204!
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EMPLOYMENT

overnights, week- at Busters 1326
ends Earn $5.00 - Broadway.
$8.00 per hour,
NANNY POSITIONSA VAILCOFFEE HOUSE THERE'S
NO
Part time/ long
ABLE - PTPLACE LIKE
term employees.
Live-in, (work
,,_ part time/live full HOME, NANNIES', _ Week
INC. 388-0552
nights/weekends.
time), RM & BD +
So-Ho
Caffe 6932
$400/mo. Ff NEED EXTRA
W. State St. or
Live-in, 1 child,
CASH?
Now
800 W. Idaho
travel op., private
hiring
energetic
#114. Resume
RM&BD+
people
for
serving
w/ref.
No phone
$600Ilno. Fl' positions, also
calls.
Live-out, 1 & 2
hiring
'for
'kitchen
kids, $l,OOO/mo.
positions. Both
FUND RAISER positions Ff /PT
Plan now for the
TEMPORARY &
day
or
night.
fall. Great opporSHORT TERM
Hours
are
flexible.
tunity for motiCHILD CAREWilling
to
work
vated
and orgaWorks with your
with school
nized groups to
schedule - days,
schedules.
Apply
earn $500 dollars
evenin s,

plus promoting
ment office,
top clients at your Administration .
campus. call Gina Bldg., Room
to get priority for A-18B. Equal
the best fall dates. opportunity
Call Gina at 1employer.
800-5·92""2121·
ext. 110~
ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!!! IMMEDIATE
HIRINGI - United GRANTS& SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILParcel Service.
Part-time
ABLE FROMSPON- _
.unloaders/loadSORS!!!NO
ers. $8/hr. Shifts REPAYMENTS,
available: 3:45
EVER!!!
a.m.- 9:00 a.m. ;
11:15 a.m- 3:p.m. $$$CASHFOR
COllEGE$$$ FOR
; 5:45 p.m.- 9:30
p.m. ; 10:45 p.m.- INFO: 1-2432:00 a.m. Contact 2435.
student employ-

Wed. June 26th
Soldier
. "hey bartender"
no cover charge

Wed. July 3rd
Big Blue Johnson
Blues Rock and Rock Blues
no cover charge

Fri. June 28th • $5.00
IRIEVibrations
Reggae from New Orleans

Sun. Tues. Wed.
$1.00 off
All 16 Ol. Drafts

Sat. June 29th • $5.00
Debbie Davies Band
wi ~oochi Coochi Men
1 set at 9:15pm

-

T-Shirts for Sale

Sun. Jun 30th
Closed for fireworks

Sun. Tues. & Wed.
S 1.25 • domestic pints
$2.25 .• premium pints

. 1010 Main Street • 345-6605

,',Want to access the Internet without tying up a lot of cash?
SUrf-n-TOSSTM Internet Access System from Micron Internet
Services is the answer!

'\l..~'

You.can have your own Internet account,-including ernall, one,
, ,megabyte of Personal Web Space and $36 of Surf-n-Cash™
:"'for as little as $54.95 for the entire year!

and bUy a surr-n-ress package.
t up.your account with the user-friendly
ending eman., you name it!

registration

screen.

c funds are deposited into your account. You'll choose a usage plan that suits your
n to log on every now and then, the Occasional Plan, which provides 5 hours each
count is aut
tically debited $3/month minimum. You'll pay $0.60 for each hour
time onli
en our Popular Plan might be right for you. You'll get 60 hours every
JilQmw:lflB1 of $9. You'll pay $0.15 for each hour over 60. And the Unlimited Plan, just
s youget with that one! for $18 a month, you can stay online as much as you likel

',> '

.

When you are n
ed via email or your personal Surt-n-Toss Account Manager Tool, that your balance is low,
you can make
posits with Surf-n-Cash, in. increments of $20. So, you can add to your account when you need
to. Here's a
e comparing how each plan works if you use the suggested number of hours each month during'
the school
r. The (..J) indicates the initial Surf~n-Toss purchase, and each (S) shows when you need to
purchase
ore Surf-n-Cash. The Occasional user can go the entire school year for $~4.95!

5EP OCT

OCCnSlOnnl
POPUlnn
UnlimITED

,""~

""
"

nou

DEC

Jnn

rED mnR

nPR mnv

S

S

S

Jun

JUL

DUG

S

s s s s s s s s s s·

A•• A•• A•• A••• A•• A.AA.A.AA.AAA

•• A.A.A.A.AA •• AA.A.A.A

Of course, your Surf-n ..Cash dollars can be used for any Micron Internet service, including extra email account
($3 per additional account each month), and extra homepage disk space ($10 per MB/month).
And you don't need a credit card to sign up! You can use any form of payment the BSU bookstore accepts.
you need is your student ID, a-computer and a modem!

So, what are you waiting for?
Get connected! Get Surf-n- Toss
Today!

1 (800)

All

336-8892

http://w.ww.mlcron.net/

1"I1C:J=tg~
A Division of Micron TechnOlogy, Inc.

~

1Ii
~."
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@.19.96.Micro.'n .. T.ech.nol.ogy.'ln.c'
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.B.R.IN.G.' N.G_T.H.E.W.O.R.L.D.T.O_Y.O ..U.R.F.'.N.G.E.R.T.
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